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According to the World Economic Forum (WEF) and its allied Great Reset minions, a traditional

whole food diet is not only “unsustainable” but “environmentally destructive.”

A recent “food analysis” in The Guardian  took aim speciEcally at organic pasture-fed beef and

lamb, lambasting such farming practices for their extravagant land use while underperforming in

terms of yield:

“Arable crops, some of which are fed to farm animals, occupy 12% of the planet’s land

surface. But far more land (about 26%) is used for grazing: in other words, for pasture-

fed meat and milk. Yet across this vast area, farm animals that are entirely pasture-fed

produce just 1% of the world’s protein.”

Animal foods in general, and organically produced ones in particular, The Great Resetters claim,

must be replaced with produce genetically engineered for high yield and pest resistance, and

protein alternatives made from insects, plants and synthetic biology. Overall, life on earth cannot

be sustained, they say, unless we transition to what amounts to an ultraprocessed and highly

unnatural diet.

A paper  published in the September 25, 2022, issue of the Journal of Cleaner Production throws

The Great Reset’s talking points in the proverbial trash, but before we get into that, let’s review

some background material.

Global Cabal’s Goal: Wipe Out Good Food

In recent months, I’ve dedicated many articles to exposing the intentional destruction of our food

system. The decision of the Dutch government to impose nitrogen pollution restrictions on

farmers is only one recent example of this. This “green” policy will cut livestock production in the

country by 30% in the next year, put farmers out of business and force them to sell their land.

Since The Netherlands is the largest meat exporter in the European Union,  this plan will

inevitably result in meat shortages around the world. Canada is now also implementing identical

restrictions as part of its climate plan.

Not to worry, though, because The Great Reset leaders around the world have a plan to build a

new food system based on “micro livestock” like crickets, mealworms and cockroaches, along

with cultured meat  grown in petri dishes, and plant-based meat alternatives such as Beyond

Meat, the primary ingredients  of which are pea protein, canola oil and rice protein.

The Plan for a Planetary Health-Destroying Diet

The EAT Forum, cofounded by the Wellcome Trust and the Stockholm Resilience Centre in 2014,

has developed what they call “The Planetary Health Diet,”  intended to be applied worldwide. It

entails cutting meat and dairy intake by up to 90%, and replacing it with foods made in

laboratories, along with cereals and oils, most of which are now genetically engineered (GE).

Their largest initiative is called FReSH, which aims to transform the food system by working with

biotech and fake meat companies to replace whole foods with lab-created alternatives — all in

the name of climate change prevention and “sustainability.”

Once tech giants have control of meat, dairy, cereals and oils, they will be the ones proEting from

and controlling the food supply. Needless to say, the private companies that control the food

supply will also end up controlling countries and entire populations. At the end of the day, that’s

what this hoopla about “sustainable food systems” is all about.

Junk Food on Steroids

However, anyone who knows anything about nutrition can see that everything about this

proposed new food system is a disaster in the making. For starters, synthetic biology — meat and

dairy alternatives — is junk food on steroids.

They’re all highly processed, and ultraprocessed foods are associated with increased calorie

intake, weight gain and chronic disease,  including cognitive decline,  while simultaneously

promoting malnutrition.

One of the primary reasons why processed food is so bad for health is because it’s loaded with

the omega-6 fat linoleic acid (LA) mostly from industrial seed oils. It’s important to realize that

plant-based meat alternatives do not contain animal fats. All the fat comes from industrial seed

oils like soy and canola oil, which are prescriptions for metabolic disaster.

Sure, processed foods also contain high amounts of sugar, typically in the form of high fructose

corn syrup, but as bad as that is, it doesn’t even come close to the damage caused by high LA

intake, which acts as a metabolic poison. What’s worse, the LA stays put in your cell membranes

for up to seven years, while sugar is rapidly used up and eliminated once you stop putting more

in.

To be clear, LA is the one fat you absolutely want to minimize in your diet, not eat more of!

Anything above 10 grams a day is likely to cause ill health, and most Americans consume far

more than that already. To learn more about the harmful mechanisms of LA, see “How Linoleic

Acid Wrecks Your Health.”

In my view, replacing real meat with fake substitutes, regardless of how they’re made, is going to

further exacerbate the rapid decline in health the population has already experienced. Next week

I will be posting a report on the record-breaking decrease in U.S. life expectancy that just had its

sharpest two-year decline in 100 years.

Simply put, there are no beneEts in replacing real meat with fake substitutes. Not for the

environment, climate, human nutrition or animal welfare. It’s only hazards and false claims. So, if

you value your health, you would do well to stay clear of all meat substitutes.

Why Insect Protein Is a Bad Idea

Alright, but what about insect protein? According to The Great Reset minions, insect protein is as

good as it gets, nutrition-wise, and will protect the planet by eliminating the need for livestock,

cutting down on agricultural land use and reversing climate change.

Not so fast. Perhaps someone didn’t think this through. (Or, they did, and any potential negative

ramiEcations of an insect-based diet are actually their intended effects.) As it turns out, insects

contain chitin,  a highly ineammatory and allergy-inducing compound.

Some human tissues do have a chitin-destroying enzyme called chitinase, but it doesn’t always

work well, in which case the chitin may trigger an immune response, allergic reactions and

ineammation, as it increases ineammatory cytokine production.

Edibleinsects.com, however, launched in 2022, describes chitin as “a valuable prebiotic Eber”

with antifungal, antiviral and antibacterial properties,  and eatcrickster.com claims it can reduce

ineammation.  A number of studies published in recent years have made similar claims.

I for one would recommend proceeding with great caution, as the food industry has, for decades,

claimed that processed foods and artiEcial ingredients are safe and effective, just like the COVID

jab, even when ample research shows otherwise.

Food Compass Designed to Destroy Nutrition Guidance

A perfect example of how unhealthy, ultraprocessed foods are being touted as superior to

unprocessed animal foods is the Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy’s Food

Compass,  unveiled in late 2021. Food Compass was created to:

Encourage the food industry to develop healthier foods

Provide food purchasing incentives for employees through worksite wellness, health care, and

nutrition assistance programs

Supply the science for local and national policies

Enable restaurants and school, business, and hospital cafeterias to present healthier food

options

Inform agricultural trade policy

Guide institutional and individual investors on environmental, social, and corporate

governance (ESG) investment decisions

The problem is that Food Compass leads people AWAY from wholesome natural foods, and

toward processed junk foods. For example, Frosted Mini Wheats scores three times higher than

ground beef (87 out of 100, compared to 26), as illustrated in the graph below, posted on Twitter

by independent journalist Nina Teicholz.

Other high-scoring, highly processed foods include chocolate covered almonds, Honey Nut

Cheerios, fries, egg substitute fried in vegetable oil, and Lucky Charms. Almond M&M’s even

score higher than whole egg fried in butter, cheddar cheese and ground beef — all three of which

are whole, unprocessed foods.

Who in their right mind can believe M&Ms are healthier than whole food — any whole food?

According to Food Compass, anything with a score below 30 should be minimized, so based on

this tool, you’ll be healthier if you replace whole egg, cheddar cheese and ground beef with candy,

which is nothing short of insanity.

That’s how you know it’s serving a purpose other than actual nutrition guidance. It’s a Great Reset

tool to miseducate people about what’s healthy and what’s not. Without false propaganda, they

won’t be able to retool the food system the way they want to.

Interestingly, the top fruit, watermelon, is actually quite healthy for most and it is my absolute

favorite fruit. Just be careful to avoid eating the seeds as they, like most seeds, are loaded with

LA.

Ultraprocessed Foods Are NOT ‘Green’

Having reviewed why The Great Reset’s ideas for a new food system is a disaster for your health,

let’s jump into the Journal of Cleaner Production paper  I mentioned at the beginning.

The title of the paper is “A Conceptual Framework for Understanding the Environmental Impacts

of Ultra-Processed Foods and Implications for Sustainable Food systems.” It explains why

ultraprocessed foods are completely counterproductive to environmentally “green” and

sustainable goals. For example, ultraprocessed foods (UPF) account for:

17% to 39% of total diet-related energy use

36% to 45% of total diet-related biodiversity loss

Up to one-third of total diet-related greenhouse gas emissions, land use and food waste

Up to one-quarter of total diet-related water-use among adults in high-income countries

Ultraprocessed food production and manufacturing also signiEcantly contributes to the

degradation of land, promotes herbicide use, and contributes to eutrophication (aka nutrient-

induced increase in phytoplankton productivity).

“ The environmental impacts of ultraprocessed
foods are AVOIDABLE, because these kinds of
foods are NOT nutritionally essential. They could
and should be eliminated altogether, if we actually
want to protect the environment, our planet and
our health.”

And, for all the lip service paid to making sure there’s “equity” in all areas of life, increasing

consumption of processed foods redirects Enances away from smaller farmers and

homesteaders, thereby contributing to “economic inequalities as some large transnational

corporations responsible for UPF production rely on underpaid food system workers in poor

conditions, resulting in an uneven distribution of wealth.” In other words, promoting consumption

of processed foods:

Promotes Enancial inequity, the exact opposite of what The Great Reset supporters claim to

be working toward

Promotes biodiversity loss and degrades both land and water, which is the opposite of

environmental and planetary protection promised by Green New Deal supporters

Ultraprocessed Foods Are ‘Fundamentally Unsustainable’

As noted by the authors:

“The Kndings highlight that environmental degradation associated with UPFs is of

signiKcant concern due to the substantial resources used in the production and

processing of such products, and also because UPFs are superOuous to basic human

needs ...

UPFs utilize persuasive marketing and are usually mass-produced using inexpensive

ingredients to enable overconsumption through availability, hyper-palatability, poor

satiety and displacing wholefoods in diets.

A growing body of evidence reports that UPF consumption is associated with increased

risk of overweight and obesity, cardiovascular diseases, type-2 diabetes, metabolic

syndrome, irritable bowel syndrome, cancer, depression, and all-cause mortality, among

others. It is plausible that this is caused by UPFs poor nutrient composition and degraded

food matrices ...

A detailed understanding of the environmental impacts of UPFs is key to informing food

policies and dietary guidance. This is pertinent because UPFs are frequently excluded

from global and national guidelines and policy documents on sustainable food systems

and diets.

For example, the EAT-Lancet report, one of the most recognized reference documents on

sustainable diets, does not mention UPFs, nor does the major FAO report on the

biodiversity impacts of food and agriculture.

The few policy activities which consider the environmental sustainability of UPFs are

based on conceptual evidence, rather than evidence from empirical studies ...

Conclusion: Ultra-processed foods are fundamentally unsustainable products; they have

been associated with poor health and social outcomes and require Knite environmental

resources for their production ... UPFs are responsible for signiKcant diet-related energy,

[and] greenhouse gas emissions ...”

The real take-home here is that the environmental impacts of ultraprocessed foods are

AVOIDABLE, because these kinds of foods are NOT nutritionally essential. They could and should

be eliminated altogether, if we actually want to protect the environment, our planet and our

health.

What we need more of is organic, biodynamic and regenerative farming of everything from fruits

and vegetables to animal foods. That’s what the world needs for optimal health, and it’s also what

can preserve and improve our environment the best.

Reject The Great Reset Diet

As noted in a 2004 review in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition,  “many health disparities

are linked to inequalities in education and income.” A nutrient-dense diet typically costs more

than a calorie-dense but nutrient-deEcient one.

One reason for this is because high-calorie processed foods contain ingredients subsidized by

government, such as corn, wheat, sugar and various seed oils. Because they provide better proEt

margins for industrial farmers, there’s little incentive to grow crops that don’t make it into the

processed food cycle. Back in 2016, the WEF published an article titled “What Will We Eat in

2030?”

Taking note of the health and income disparity link just mentioned, the article proposes to

improve the food system, not by reducing processed foods, but by processing foods which they

claim are “ways that are better for our health,” such as “fortiEcation (or biofortiEcation) — where

nutrients are engineered in, either in the biology or manufacture of food — and the signiEcant

reformulation of current foods for fewer calories and more nutrients.”

“‘Ultraprocessed’ foods need not be unhealthy,” the WEF goes on to claim. This is as big a lie as

“Roundup is safe enough to drink,” “Smoking is safe for pregnant women,” “DDT is good for me”

and “COVID vaccines are safe and effective.” There is no way to make ultraprocessed food

healthy. Period.

Below is a graphic that has circulated on Twitter,  showing the WEF’s plans for our dietary future.

For the record, while it claims to have been sourced from the WEF, the clear sarcasm suggests it’s

a spoof. It’s highly instructive, however, and right on the money, in terms of being factually

correct.

This is indeed the kind of diet the WEF and its Great Reset allies want us to adopt, whether we

want to or not. Even the most questionable inclusion of “upcycled citizens” is not wrong, as this

cabal is, in fact, promoting the idea that cannibalism is, or can be, acceptable.
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Ultraprocessed Food — The Worst Choice for Planet and Health
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

According to promoters of The Great Reset, a traditional whole food diet is not only

“unsustainable” but “environmentally destructive” and must be replaced with GMOs

and protein alternatives made from insects, plants and synthetic biology. Life on

earth cannot be sustained, they say, unless we transition to what amounts to an

ultraprocessed and highly unnatural diet

'

A scientiEc review throws The Great Reset’s talking points in the proverbial trash, as

ultraprocessed foods are “fundamentally unsustainable” and nutritionally

nonessential. As such, the environmental impacts of ultraprocessed foods are indefensible, as they are wholly avoidable

'

Ultraprocessed foods account for 17% to 39% of total diet-related energy use; 36% to 45% of total diet-related biodiversity loss; up to one-

third of total diet-related greenhouse gas emissions, land use and food waste; and up to one-quarter of total diet-related water-use among

adults in high-income countries

'

The EAT Forum, cofounded by the Wellcome Trust and the Stockholm Resilience Centre in 2014, has developed a “Planetary Health Diet,”

intended to be applied to the entire global population. It entails cutting meat and dairy intake by up to 90%, and working with biotech and

fake meat companies to replace whole foods with lab-created alternatives — all in the name of climate change prevention and

“sustainability”

'

Once corporations have a monopoly on meat, dairy, cereals and oils, they will be the ones proEting from and controlling the food supply. The

companies that control the food supply will also end up controlling countries and entire populations

'
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For solutions to this rapidly approaching dystopian future, review my previous article, “Why Food

Prices Are Expected to Skyrocket,” and Corey Lynn’s article “Finding Sources of Fresh Food.”

Part of the answer is to grow your own food, to the best of your ability. Another part is to support

local growers by buying their produce, or else they’ll get pushed out. Starting local co-ops and

community gardens can also go a long way toward creating food security in the long term.

At the same time, we also have to reject globalist solutions like fake meat, gene-edited beef,

GMO foods, insect-based foods and all the rest of it. It’s time to recognize that none of their

solutions are for our beneEt. They’re for our detriment. The WEF has declared that by 2030, you

will own nothing, and they really do mean it. They will take everything from us, including the right

to grow our own food and to eat natural unprocessed, unadulterated foods — if we let them.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,091 ratings

ORDER NOW
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"If you control the oil you control the nations, if you control the food you control the people" Henry Kissinger, Nobel Peace Prize winner

in 1973. In the complex domination of Imperialism there are productive activities in which the multinational corporations that represent

it have produced real disasters human and environmental. All for power and money. Humanity is suffering from Food Corruption on the

way to the Great Reset. WEF is promoting another "insect chef". Joseph Yoon is the founder of Brooklyn Bugs in New York. He travels

the country, cooks bugs, caterpillars, etc., and eats them in front of people.

Yoon has been in the business since 2017. But Klaus and company recently endorsed him as part of The Great Reset's "you'll eat bugs

and you'll like" agenda. Christianne van der Wal is the "Dutch Minister for Nitrogen". She and Prime Minister, WEF member Mark Rutte

conjured up a fake crisis that calls for "reducing nitrogen emissions" by up to 70% by 2030. In all this we have the Bill Gates factor. The

"nitrogen minister" Christianne created a policy to destroy the agricultural sector in the Netherlands, which exported more than 104

billion worth of goods last year.

Once this sector disappears, millions of Europeans will be forced to buy all their food at Picnic/Boni, which substantially beneEts the

Van Der Wal family. And with Bill Gates in charge, that means a lot of insect-based and lab-created food on the menu. Gates claims that

he intends to lease farmland to farmers. Gates may be involved in the same kind of wealth-shifting scheme as BlackRock and other

investment groups that are buying single-family homes and turning them into rentals. The ultimate goal is to eliminate all private

property and turn the population into serfs. www.globalresearch.ca/netherlands-now-ground-zero-global-famine-agenda..  (08/

28/2022)
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The Great Reset requires a population beholden to the government and no one else. As the central planners pursue their agenda

to get there, this is sure to be Elled with an awakening and a lot of heartbreak. The "beneEts" of the famine they have engineered.

internationalman.com/articles/is-the-food-crisis-over-or-just-getting-..  'NATURE IS NOT FOR SALE,' VANDANA SHIVA TELLS RFK

JR.. Agroecology, sustainable agriculture that works with nature, rather than depleting it, is the urgently needed response to

address world hunger, poverty , according to Vandana Shiva, Ph.D., environmental activist, author, and founder of Navdanya

International.

Shiva told Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., on a recent episode of “RFK Jr. The Defender Podcast”: “Asset management companies go to a

company in debt and say, 'Give us your forest and your mountains, and here is the money to pay your debt'. "Because we're in a

debt crisis, this kind of new slavery will increase unless we stand up and say, 'Nature is not for sale.'" "Bill Gates launched Gates

Ag One," said Shiva, which promotes "one agriculture for the world" and serves as a platform to manifest two of Gate's "favorite

dystopian visions" of "agriculture without farmers," through the robotization of agriculture, and “food without farms”, through the

manufacture of “fake food”. 200 Organizations Ask Gates Foundation to Stop Funding 'Failed' Green Revolution.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vandana-shiva-agroecology-sustaina..
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BIOLOGY TRUMPS CHEMICALS EVERY DAY,’ FARMING EXPERT TELLS RFK, JR. Salatin told Kennedy that the current shortage is

taking a heavy toll on commercial farming operations that prioritize large-scale production. Salatin's farm now offers customers

lower meat prices than many commercial stores can match.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/farming-expert-joel-salatin-rfk-jr..  (08/17/22).- SOWING HUNGER, REAPING PROFITS — A

FOOD CRISIS BY DESIGN. This new report from Navdanya International details how we were facing a food and malnutrition crisis

long before the current coneict in Ukraine. From the colonial era, which saw the beginning of the extraction and exploitation of

small farmers, to the advent of the Green Revolution and the realization of the globalized free trade regime, we have seen the

deliberate destruction of small farmers and food sovereignty in favor of corporations.

Energy. Today we are witnessing the third major food crisis in the last 15 years. Now more than ever, a transformation of food

systems towards Food Sovereignty, based on agroecology and increased biodiversity, will help act as a lasting solution to hunger.

navdanyainternational.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/SOWING-HUNGER-REA..  .---

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/hunger-proEts-global-food-crisis/  (07/26/22)
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While I do have great reservations about some details of the work, particularly with regard to his belief that the solution is to

follow the actions of the Chinese Communist Party; there is much good sense in the work: The Destruction of Civilisation:

Finance Capitalism, Industrial Capitalism or Socialism by Michael Hudson. Again, it was my own direct experience of trying to

raise funds for my inventions, that caused me to sit down and write: The Road Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective. On my

part, it is my belief that the correct road to follow is Free Enterprise. Free enterprise? - Free enterprise is founded upon the

concept of the manager of the business owns the business. Ownership is an inalienable freedom; the right to own your own life,

work, home, thoughts, et al.

In which case, freedom also applies to the inventive and industrious, as the right to own the product of their industrious intellect.

No different to an artist or writer; owning the right to their work. Thus free enterprise is an inalienable freedom; the right to own

the business they have created. Just as employees are free to work, or not, in any such free enterprise. As things stand today, the

creation of the Enancial services industry, where all the savings of nations are now gathered in "Funds" such as Blackrock, has

become the driving force of the Great Reset. So another challenge is to bring the free enterprise economy back into full function,

by allowing local community savings to once again drive the creation of local prosperity.
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Gui, just when one thinks they have seen all of the strangest things to be seen. Upcycled Humans for food? Like the CAFO cows,

herbivores fed other ground up livestock soaked in molasses because 'protein is just protein,' you know, like a calory is just a

calory - for us, the useless breeders, eaters, the unwashed. Truly we are in an upside-down world. You will own nothing and - you

- will be happy. Now we can add, you will starve and - you - will be happy. Yet fear not. We can eat our upcycled neighbors

remains, or they can eat ours.

When the stated goals of the Predator$ are to eliminate billions, how much more do we need to know that it is not in anyone's

best interest to allow the current 1% to be in charge of anything? A voice from the past, over Efty years ago pointing out the

same? americansongwriter.com/all-along-the-watchtower-lyrics-meaning-bob-dyl..  When the WEF/Rockefeller/Gates promote

their Green Raw Deal here is a link worth sharing again. Can small-scale farmers feed the world?

agrowingculture.substack.com/p/can-small-scale-farmers-feed-the
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Yes Chris, a globalized market with corrupt interests of multinationals, big banks and speculators always ends in economic

disaster. Socioeconomic activity began to gain prominence in the 1970s, a decade in which the incompetence of traditional

development policies became apparent, thus producing a change in its orientation, moving from top-down or centralized

development to bottom-up or bottom-up development. This link discusses Importance of incorporating local culture into

community development. The territorial development policy has included social cohesion and comprehensive planning.

Territorial approaches are better suited to the unique and complex conditions present in rural areas.

The local culture is part of this later development model. As a result, more and more attention is being paid to local level and

"bottom-up" approaches that focus on culture, territory, local diversity and the optimization of local resources. We need

biodynamic agricultural production, reducing the emission of greenhouse gases from transport, in addition to increasing costs.

The farmer and rancher sell at a price that is often multiplied by 10.

extension.psu.edu/importance-of-incorporating-local-culture-into-commu..
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These initiatives could combat the economic and social "collateral damage" to humanity caused by the corrupt elite that has

been enhanced by the extreme measures caused by COVID-19. We are in mass unemployment, poverty, death and despair

emanating from the Enancial establishment, from philanthropy served from a mirage of virtues, which leads to the greatest evil.

We have an imposition of domination that destroys family life, thoughts of freedom, impoverishes large sectors of the world

population that see increased inequalities, destroys culture, destroys a distant past where some freedoms could still be

contemplated. The goal of the Enancial elites, multi-million dollar foundations and philanthropists is the concentration of wealth,

the bankruptcy of the real economy, mass unemployment, social inequality and racism.
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You JUST love the land, you show it every day in the way you nurture your crops with love, and in your witty, down-to-earth

comments. Your witty line says it all: “Truly we are in an upside-down world. You will own nothing and - you - will be happy. Now

we can add, you will starve and - you - will be happy. Yet fear not. We can eat our upcycled neighbors remains, or they can eat

ours. “We can also link with Dylan's perspective tells the surreal story of the joker and the thief. The two share perspectives on

the terrible world and its dangers, from losing natural resources, however the thief is very well represented by

WEF/Rockefeller/Gates, because they are thieves of a decent life, they are thieves of people's health, they are thieves of freedom.

Linking to Dr. Mercola's reports: The globalist takeover is coming at us from every possible angle. Whether we are talking about

biosecurity, Enance, housing, health, energy, transportation or food, all the changes we are seeing now have one goal, and that is

to force compliance with the globalists' agenda. The globalist elite intends to eliminate traditional farming and ranching and

replace it with industrially grown products. The growing market for fake meat is similarly dominated by a very small number of

large food giants, again owned by BlackRock and Vanguard. Eventually, your ability to buy food will be tied to your digital identity

and social credit score.
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Evidence that the Great Reset is fast approaching can be seen in the FDA's recent decision to ban real meat, and if history is any

indication, other countries may make the same decision as well. In 2014, the US Congress established the Foundation for Food

and Agriculture Research (FFAR) Act through the Farm Bill. After siphoning off $200 million in taxpayer funds to start the

foundation, FFAR became a nonproEt, nongovernmental organization. Bill Gates is one of its patrons, and its Erst board of

directors included Deputy Director Dr. Robert Horsch of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

FFAR's mission is "to connect funders, researchers and farmers, through public-private partnerships to support bold research

that addresses the biggest food and agriculture challenges." In reality, it has been used to undermine food safety by increasing

reliance on patentable, gene-edited foods. Impossible Foods products are unlike anything found in nature. That's why the

company holds 14 patents, with at least 100 more pending. "It's not food; it's software, intellectual property”: 14 patents, in fact,

on every bite of Impossible Burger with more than 100 additional patents pending for animal representatives, from chicken to

Esh. Natural foods can't be patented, but Impossible Foods products certainly can. Impossible Foods products are heavily

processed and created in production rooms, not grown or found in the wild. Your science project creations are also heavily

protected. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5776170  (2022)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/globalists-takeover-food-system-co..  (2022)
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As explained in the Navdanya International report, “Bill Gates & His Fake Solutions to Climate Change”, an excerpt of which was

published by The Defender in April 2021: 1 “One of Bill Gates' most recent promotions is his recipe for synthetic foods for

developed countries as a means of combating climate change. In a recent interview with the MIT Technology Review, Gates says

that he believes "every rich country should go to 100% synthetic beef." As Vandana Shiva has argued When nature is taken care

of, we also take care of ourselves. Life on Earth is not possible because of technological advances, but because there are trees,

lands and seas that allow this planet to be oxygenated and make it possible for us to breathe and feed ourselves.

Love for nature, for life, for all the creatures in the world is the only thing that gives meaning to life. The big corporations want to

monopolize food, the pharmaceutical industry, energy, population control, and they use the spirit that encourages them of the

Great Reset, the global technocratic corporate coup promoted by Gates's friend and associate, Klaus Schwab, of the WEF are the

creators of a fake science of GMO foods, proteins, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, vaccines and they sell us as “sustainable

solutions. It is the decline of nature, it is the degeneration of the human race, it is the transhumanism of a devastating

technocracy that wants to control humanity with food.
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Klaus "evil villain" Schwab's henchman in charge of eugenics, Yuval Harari, has videos on youtube wherein he shamelessly extols

the beneEts of post industrial transhumanism, i.e., turning the masses into genetically remote controlled slaves. He even

explains the nuts-and-bolts of the technology to do it. This we are seeing rolled out now. Pure chutzpah.
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Thank you Gui and so many here on this site for speaking the truth as best as we can as best as we can understand with our

limited experiences. Thank you all for speaking truth for 'Let us not speak falsely now, the hour IS getting late.'
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Hi Gui, Jsteve and all, good posts and article. Yes, Food control is another branch in the World Domination tree - and eating the

fruit of that tree always causes suffering. SMH. From personal experience back in my 20’s, when I tried to go vegetarian I

suffered lack of energy and just felt terrible - something was missing.. Now, I am not at all surprised to read that psychological

problems liked OCD, panic attacks and depression - have been linked as a side effect of eating a meatless diet.. “.. So it was

startling last year when Australian researchers revealed that vegetarians reported being less optimistic about the future than

meat eaters.

What's more, they were 18 percent more likely to report depression and 28 percent more likely to suffer panic attacks and

anxiety. A separate German study backs this up, Ending that vegetarians were 15 percent more prone to depressive conditions

and twice as likely to suffer anxiety disorders.” www.womenshealthmag.com/food/a19941229/side-effects-of-vegetarianism/
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Thank you, dear Luvvvy, yes, vegetarians suffer from certain nutritional deEciencies that make them suffer from certain diseases.

But as you know, we must also consider the universe of vegetarians is also populated by people of good human qualities,

philosophers, thinkers, writers, civic and humanitarian leaders throughout history have also adopted the vegetarian diet. The

great artist Leonardo da Vinci was a vegetarian and had great compassion. Every time he saw a caged bird, he paid the owner for

the cage and the bird. Then he would open the cage door and watch the bird joyfully soar to freedom. The animal feeds on

animals, it is the food chain necessary to survive.

Spirituality is not only related to our own inner development, but it is also a way of living in which we feel love and care for all

forms of life in creation. When we love all people and all forms of life, including plants, we are on the path of love for the Creator.

Cleve Backster, put the polygraph truth machine, to a plant he connected the electrodes to the plant and began to make tests

with it, playing music, watering it or giving it positive words, and the plant responded with electrical signals comparable to the

signals that we emit when we secrete serotonin. While when he approached her with some type of scissors, knife, Ere or violent

attitudes towards the plant, she responded with negative electrical signals, comparable to the same signals we emit when we are

afraid.

This study not only conErms the effect of music on plants, but also makes us think about their potentialities. Man throughout

history has been omnivorous, and he must respect the land and the animals by raising them happily, not caged as industrial

livestock does. We are also seeing now that man kills for power and money, in wars, with environmental toxins, with drugs and

vaccines, etc. we are seeing psychopaths who are making this world a death camp.
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Vegan diets are widely promoted as protective against cardiovascular disease; however, removing all animal-derived foods from

a human's diet often has unfavorable health consequences. Our hominid ancestors began consuming meat, Esh, shellEsh, and

eggs more than 2 million years ago. Consequently, humans are genetically adapted to obtain nutrients from both plant and

animal sources. By contrast, veganism is without evolutionary precedent for D, niacin, iron, iodine, zinc, high-quality protein,

omega-3s, and calcium. Prolonged strict veganism increases the risk of bone fractures and sarcopenia species Homo sapiens.

Strict adherence to a vegan diet leads to predictable deEciencies in nutrients, including vitamins B 12 , B 2 , anemia, and

depression. A more logical diet is a plant-based, omnivorous eating pattern that emphasizes generous consumption of natural,

unprocessed, predominantly plant-based foods. To balance this diet, modest amounts of healthy animal foods, such as

wild-caught Esh/shellEsh, pasture-raised meat and eggs, and unsweetened fermented dairy, should be consumed regularly.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0033062022000834  (2022)
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Yes, Joel Salatin is a good, good man. He farms they way nature meant it. There have been more than a few that have been

converted from vegetarianism by reading his book, "Folks, This ain't Normal." I read it. What a great book. Makes me glad I

remained a housewife and became that "link" from garden to table. Frankly I enjoy cooking so that's to my beneEt. I don't like slop

or restaurant fare. I just don't. I like the fresh eavors from the garden, coop, etc. But you have to know how to cook. Funny I was

maligned for "wasting" my life by staying home with my preemie children, being a housewife, homeschooling, etc.

You know what I learned from all that? I learned real history. I also learned another language. I also made real, down-to-earth

friends. Hubby was corporate and when we used to go to "power" parties (which I did not want to go to), these arrogant women

who thought they were better than the likes of me would just ignore me when they even got a hint at what I did. Ohhhhh, I

sacriEced my life for my kids and husband. Well, I am happy and grateful for a great provider and husband of 33 years did for me.

He went to work, made a boatload of money, and came home and gave it all to me.
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Gui, you are right about food waste. It is estimated that 40% of food is thrown in the U.S. I know, my daughters worked at various

restaurants. We live about 4 miles from the restaurant my daughter works at, and when I saw all the produce they threw daily, I

asked her manager if I could take it home for my chickens. He said no, state law will not allow it! My other daughter works at a

local soup/bagel/bread restaurant. You would not BELIEVE how many bagels and breads and egg bakes she brought home daily!

Hundreds. I am not kidding. Most all of it went to my chickens. Homeless shelters say they are going to pick up the breads, but

most of the time they don't. This is good, freshly baked food. I give it in droves to my neighbors, our church, etc. We simply

cannot eat that much. So, so sad. In our house there is no waste, or very, very little. Mainly because of our chickens. They eat

anything. Maybe we should get some more pigs?
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Yes, sprakalumer, Klaus Schwab's protégé, Yuval Noah Harari, is an Israeli-born intellectual, the author of a popular bestseller
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Sapiens: A Brief History of Mankind, and is also a professor of history at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Harari once asked

a disturbing question, "what to do with all these useless people?" It seems that his superior intelligence has brought him to the

level of insanity. Harari is a leading member of the World Economic Forum (WEF) who supports the idea of creating a dystopian

society run by a handful of globalists who will rule all human beings on earth from the day they are born. According to Harari, the

planet earth is overpopulated.

The kind of world they are trying to create for us is sheer madness. Wired, a monthly magazine describes metaverses as a

combination of the digital and physical worlds that creates a virtual reality like in the Hollywood movie, 'Ready Player One', the

article 'What is the metaverse, exactly?'. One characterization technology companies refer to when they speak of the "metaverse"

may include virtual reality, characterized by persistent virtual worlds that adapt by existing even when you're not playing, as well

as augmented reality that combines aspects of digital and physical worlds. in the link www.wired.com/.../what-is-the-metaverse

 .----
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Thank you LEE for the wonderful narrative on Joel Salatin. Si, FOLKS,it ain't normal to eat unpronounceable food that you can't

make in your kitchen, and has traveled 1,500 miles to get to your table.. Farmer Joel Salatin is the 21st century thinking man

farmer who believes that the answer to rebuilding America is to start with the family farm, and for those farms to thrive, we all

must learn to eat naturally again. www.polyfacefarms.com/folks-this-aint-normal  Host Dunagun Kaiser and guest Joel Salatin

discussed the possibility of having food insurance policies in the US during the May 22 episode of "Liberty and Finance." "These

are troubling times and people need to pay attention to where their food comes from," Kaiser said.

Salatin, on the other hand, noted that large food producers will face unprecedented problems in the future, and mega-facilities

are in a vulnerable and non-resilient place when it comes to producing food for the United States. Whether it's stockpiling food,

building relationships with local farmers, or starting to grow food in their own homes, Americans need to take steps to protect

their families when food shortages become a reality . Some people believe that to address food safety issues, food insurance is

now needed. Salatin, a farmer and speaker, said he is trying to see what food insurance would look like and what model can be

used. www.brighteon.com/55728820-46de-4d66-8446-ebd7a1c1fa8b
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Very true LEE, some initiatives are positive. In Spain, expired foods are being used, so that those that are still usable are

distributed through food banks. It has been reported that "every year more food, healthy and edible, is lost in Europe - according

to some estimates, up to 50% - throughout all the links of the agri-food chain until it reaches, in some cases, the consumer, and

that become waste. “The Egures force the Government to take measures to reduce food waste and improve the nutritional level

of the population. Every day, 1.8 million people receive help from one of the 54 food banks in Spain through one of the 8,053

charities that work with them. This Egure represents an increase of 40% compared to before the outbreak of the coronavirus.

The crisis caused by Covid has alarmingly increased the number of families at risk of poverty and it is in this context that the

Great Collection takes place this week, a pre-Christmas campaign that in its eighth edition comes with news for be able to adapt

to the security regulations imposed by the pandemic. “The people are very supportive and turn over. During the conEnement

there were many restaurants, schools... that when they had to close they gave us the raw material they had and there were also

many donations from companies and individuals. Thanks to this we have been able to maintain the pace of distribution.
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People are out-of-touch with reality because they have been conditioned with dependency-training. You do not need govt or

supermarkets to feed yourself and be healthy. In fact, you will likely be better off with the less ineuence they have on your life and

decision making. What I wish for today is that each individual realize a new understanding of the power they hold...Also, the initiative to

take action and do what is necessary. Knowing what to do is worthless if people do not follow thru and do it.

The more people who act in their own best self-interest, the less control govt will have. Most of us can work things out with some effort

and creative problem solving. This is what responsible adults do. They do not wait around like children to be taken care of and told what

to do. They take charge of their own lives. If you want to make major social or political change, start by changing many smaller things in

your own life. "Victory gardens" would change people lives in many more ways than increasing govt handout programs.

If a person could only grow enough to feed themselves in summer or add a salad a day to their menu, it would help improve health and

budgets. If your options are limited in inner cities, work to make more land available for urban and community gardens. Schools,

churches, apartments, businesses and govt right-of-ways. Look around established neighborhoods with once used, but now neglected

garden spots. There is usually some unused land somewhere. Inquire whether rooftops might be made avail for large planters and

kiddie pool gardens.

Likewise, recognize the weeds and routine landscaping that can offer food resources. Make sure parks are unsprayed and go with a

buddy if you forage there. Many older parks were designed to include food sources. If all you have is an apartment balcony, go vertical

and use windowsills. Can't means don't want to. This website can be helpful if you keep in mind that it is not updated regularly...

https://fallingfruit.org
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Amen to that one. Gardening is sooooooooo simple. Right now I am dealing with hundreds of tomatoes to can. There are plenty

of people who just choose to be lazy, think they are entitled, and that they are here to grace the earth with their entitled ways.

Sad. The only thing they deserve is a, well, you can get the idea.
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Lee... I cannot afford to wear my boots out at a time like this. ;-)
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Hi "Almond", "...I cannot afford to wear out my boots at a time like this" Reasonably priced at TSC. It's what both I, and my

disabled SIL usually wear: www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/servuscomfort-technology-rubber-knee..  :-)
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You can save your own seed and attend free seed swaps or ask other gardeners for plant starts. You can make your own rich

compost if you do not have fertilizer. Your major initial investment is a garden spade that you may even End second hand at a

garage sale or on craigslist free. If you are not disabled in some way, the work will not hurt you. If you start turning soil over (6x)

in early spring and work only a few minutes every day, you will soon have at least a 10' x 10' garden plot which is enough for a

beginning gardener.

That was all I had in our tiny backyard the Erst year we were married. Along with gleaning and foraging, I canned 500 jars of food

that year. I don't recall whether bought many jars. A sister-in-law was discarding jars and gave me many of hers. In those days,

food came in glass jars and I recycled those, too. We also Elled a 32 cu. ft. freezer. Back then, we would buy a half pig and half

beef. It would last us 1 1/2 years and keep very well frozen. Seafood was free and we have always had a lot of that, too.

Fish heads and wastes can be buried to make excellent fertilizer--esp. under grape vines. There are further cost savings if you

butcher your own meat and use every part of the animal. Use organ meats, make bone broth, the tail for stew and render lard. As

for fake meat nowadays. Make sure the meat you buy or order in a restaurant has a bone in it! Realize that a lot of sale meat is

coming in from 3rd world countries, but is being sold as a US product.

Montana ranchers are very unhappy about meat labeling from competitors when they try to raise a good quality product. Know

your farmer, butcher or source. Often, you will get better prices and quality if you travel a few miles further to a country butcher.

We have sources for "special" meats that we only consume on holidays. Get your Thanksgiving turkey in the freezer as there will

be shortages. We may buy a steak or lamb over the holidays, too. Otherwise saddle of venison, seafood, etc.
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grulla... Looks like some sturdy sh** kickers. have humorous day. let us not forget to laugh at a time like this! ;-)
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I remember when I was in elementary school, those lunch room ladies made good, tasty, nutritious food. We loved them. I would

go back for seconds or even thirds. I was a fast growing, endless stomach girl who played outside (Inside was either chores or a

bore). Now it is all commissary junk. Sad. These women know how to make anything and everything, and it was all good!
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Lee... I recall the year I attended summer school in college. It was in the center of farm country. The farm women did the cooking

and dietician credentials were not required. All the food was local, not the govt subsidized crap you End in schools nowadays.

Good meat. Meals were fabulous. I esp. recall how we were allowed to help ourselves to all the tomatoes and salads we wanted.

And, plenty of milk. Then, on Sunday evenings when there was no food service, farm women would bring home-cooked food in to

sell and set up tables cafeteria-style. You simply went from table to table, chose what you wanted and paid for it. i don't recall

any permitting process and no one ever got sick from eating homemade food.
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"You will eat nothing and be happy"? Even Marie Antoinette said, "Let them eat cake." If you live in the Chicago or southern Michigan

area, PLEASE consider joining the Family Farms Coop. They offer a wide range of raw dairy products, including absolutely delicious raw

cow and goat milk; pasteured beef, pork, lamb, and chicken; organic eggs; and an array of meat products. Plus you can always get

organic seasonal vegetables and turkeys at Thanksgiving. It is a legal herd share program, which Dr. Mercola originally set up. At one

point, the Michigan government tried to shut it down (look up "Richard Hebron, raw milk), but we customers made such a fuss, the

government backed down and allows private buying clubs.

My daughter had failure to thrive until she started drinking his milk 15 years ago. She grew up to almost six feet tall and is perfectly

healthy. You preorder on the Internet, then pick up once a month a various pickup locations. They need your help--gas prices have

increased their costs quite a bit. At one time, our pickup place was at a church, but the new pastor decided he didn't want to involve his

church in controversial matters, so he kicked them out. Now we pick up at an out-of-the-way place, and there are only a fraction of the

customers. Please support real food!
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As a child, I had only raw milk from grandparent's cow, often straight from her to my mouth, also butter, cheese. Nothing better! I

am now 81 so do not think it hurt me any. Recently government said my farmer could not sell butter as she does not have license

to "manufacture it". We got around that for a bit as she simply brought it, we took it and left donation in cigar box. Some one

reported it.  The license is so costly, Extreme she gave it up. Gas, regulations have stopped my milk lady, have to End another

source that does not deliver. You can also grow organic in your yard, in large eower pots. I grow veggies in pots on my deck and

bring them inside for the fall/winter, harvest until March.  Real food is healthy!!!!
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I hope everyone sees where this is going. They have been forcing everyone out of the rural areas into the big cities for decades. Many of

those hanging onto what land they still have outside the city are 40 and over. I encourage everyone that has land to hold onto it. With

land prices at an all time high it is easy to give in and sell. However, pigs are some of the easiest animals to farm. You don’t need to be

an expert to take up pig farming. If worse comes to worse, I will be raising hogs for food. I have no choice. I’m allergic to any and all

seed-based oils (all fake meats).

I can tolerate olive and avocado oil, but I’m allergic to both of those as well. Lard is my #1 go-to for cooking oil because it is so easy to

render yourself. You might not be a fan of pork, but it is better than eating fake meat. Another protein that some may want to consider,

especially if you are limited on space, is RABBITS. Rabbits are one of the least expensive farm animals to maintain and grow. They

reproduce like crazy! It may not be anyone’s #1 choice for protein, but it is protein! When you can’t buy any animal protein and you suffer

from ineammation caused by fake foods and plant-based proteins you might change your mind and give rabbit a try.

Here’s a quick reference for getting started on home rabbit farming: www.instructables.com/Small-Rabbit-Farming  Without cattle you

have no dairy. So I guess than means no more milk or cheese? That’s INSANE! Again, there’s a solution. You may not be a fan, but goat

milk is an option and you can make your own cheese. We all rather have cow’s milk/cheese, but you deal with what you have and move

on. Goats are very self-suxcient (low maintenance) if you have the land for them to be free range.
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At my age the last thing I want to do is take up farming! However, I may have no choice. The problem for me is storage of the

food. I would need 4 more deep freezers (not practical). I have a small pasture with a pond. I could easily have a cow or 2. I have

a spring-fed pond and 5 acres of Eeld that was once part of a larger tract of cattle farm. Goats would be much easier and

feasible. I already have lots of WILD rabbits I kill on a regular basis trying to eat my garden. Very tasty! As of today, I sustain my

protein intake with Esh I catch. Good passing of time (meditation).
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Broccoli, lentils, peas, spirulina, lima beans, mushrooms and caulieower are  high in protein and they will not harden or clog your

arteries. Actually, you don't really need or want high amounts of protein in your diet, as excess protein can lead to cancer. Years

ago when I was a child we would only indulge in meat once or twice a week and the the incidence of heart disease and cancer

was  very low.
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Piw6958, the native Inuit in Alaska survived for centuries eating nothing but fat and protein. As recently as the late 20th Century

it was documented that some of the natives went as long as 5 years without anything to eat but boiled Esh. Their average

lifespan (before modernization) was over 80. For comparison, the average American's lifespan is less than 78. They suffered

from no ineammatory diseases, including CANCER! Stay away from the Kool-Aid. Do your own research.
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Piw6958 Consider the blue zones where it’s common for people to live into their 100’s. They typically eat meat once a week or for

special occasions. Not only do they live to be centenarians but they are active and thrive until they die of old age. People can

promote any diet based on their idea of what’s healthy but in my opinion we should be following those who are already living it.

Let’s face it most Americans are lazy and rarely even cook at home, let alone grow their own food. They’ll claim they have no time

to cook but then spend hours watching tv or on social media.
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The Empowered Communities are a good front in the Eght against the Great Reset to avoid a destructive globalism of come and

riches in favor of the tyranny imposed with the Great Reset. An initiative to seek the participation of community-based

organizations, the support of true health science, biodynamic agriculture and the conservation of the environment with

renewable energies, so that together concrete, inclusive and sustainable solutions can be achieved to Eght against the great

threat of tyrants who want to dominate bodies and minds. Permaculture is a basis for achieving empowered communities with a

design of sustainable environments in all its dimensions: social, economic and environmental, where human societies must be

able to satisfy their basic needs within ecological limits.

For this we need three ethical principles: Caring for the earth: the conservation of soil, forests and water as necessary for the

development of all living beings. Caring for people: which implies the satisfaction of basic human needs; Distribute surpluses:

inviting to reinvest surpluses in the system. Man should observe nature more and respect it by creating integrated systems,

investing in renewable sources, avoiding climate change and ensuring the future of future generations.

The THREE ETHICAL PRINCIPLES of permaculture are fundamental: (1) care for the land, (2) care for people, and (3) set limits on

consumption and reproduction, and redistribute surpluses. These ethical principles provide a basis for permaculture, to design

and enact a more just, equitable and sustainable world, far from the irrania imposed by big capital in the Great Reset.
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Yes, pigs are EZ to raise! We did it twice. First time we named them and I went down and wrestled with "Lady." I was much

younger then; I would not do it now. But she loved it! You can pound on them pigs as hard as you can sock and they don't even

feel it since their hide is about 6 inches thick. When they got of age we took them in at 6 in the morning for butchering. Try

moving a 600 lb. pig that does not want to be moved . . . So we had to borrow our neighbor's cattle prod. Got them in the trailer,

both hubby and I crying all the way. When we got the meat back, we were very reluctant to eat "Lady" but the Erst taste of that

savory, natural pork, we looked at each other and both said at the same time, "We are doing this again!" Also neighbors easily

tripped over their feet to buy a "half" of the pigs we raised.
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You can also hunt wild game for protein. I also forage wild greens for food and medicines. Pain? Wild prickly lettuce! No side

effects. Chest congestion, boil mullein leaves, make a paste for the chest. We can also learn to eat less, not the biggest burger,

fries and soda. I do well on less food. A balanced diet is all that is necessary.
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JamNJim Having a goat sounds a good idea. As you say you "deal with what you have". I have a large back garden and several

sheds, so could accommodate a goat and a few chickens. I have a small greenhouse too. I have been a vegetarian for 40 odd

years. Thanks to following Dr.Mercola's good advice for several years, I'm in good health don't wear glasses and am 76 years old

Living in a cold damp country I do have some arthritis, but it doesn't stop me exercising and getting out and about. I don't eat any

of Gates idea of alternative plant based overly processed junk. Off topic - The Queen has died and Charles becomes king and he

has been pushing climate change for years. He has been to the WEF meetings. I wonder if he will move things forward.
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Dordee, I do hunt a lot of my protein. Hogs are pretty abundant here, but the problem is it's mostly boar hogs and they are not too

tasty. When you are starving you probably won't care. If you capture the wild hogs and just use them to breed a new litter you can

remove the male's testicles when they are young, and the bad taste is tamed. I have a LOT of deer thanks to my large white-oaks

that produce bumper crops of acorns every year. I have not fenced in my property, but the 20 acres I have will sustain 10 or 15

free range hogs. I would probably rarely or never have to supplement their diet. The only problems is the cost/expense of the

fencing.
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Momac46, goats love briars, thickets, and kudzu. Property that is over ran by Kudzu is perfect for goats. Kudzu is actually very

high in nutritional value and goats LOVE IT! There is a company here in the mid-south that specializes in kudzu and thicket

removal, and they use goats! They come it, put up a fence (if you don't have one) and then turn the goats loose! The goats go to

work eating everything in sight. It's amazing! My grandparents bought a property across the street from their house when I was a

kid that was over ran with briars and vines. They fenced it off, built a goat shed, and turned 4 goats loose. The goats multiplied.

Grandma sold the extra goats and the goat's milk while enjoying their company. Of course, the goats ate everything and cleared

the 10 acres. It's an amazing thing to witness. They never ate the goats. They sold them when they were done clearing the

property.
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ThePazyryk
Joined On 7/17/2006 1:12:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Few openly talk about the elephant in the room: overpopulation. The 8 billion -- and growing -- people far exceeds the Earth's

sustainable carrying capacity, as well as preserving the environment and leading a healthy lifestyle. Unfortunately, all you hear from

journalists, economists and politicians is that alarm bells, that women in the North/West are having way less than 2.1 children each,

and that the must have more. But if not, they most open up to mass migration from the smart "Third World" who have an abundance of

skilled labor and hard workers to keep BMW factories and massive town-block constructions humming along.

In exchange for their hard work, they will enjoy the American/EU/Australian Dream of driving luxury cars, living in family homes in the

suburbs and have a better future for their three children. The solution is to take an eclectic approach, drawing upon the Danes, Dutch,

Finns, Amish, Mennonites, 7 Day Adventists, Sardinians, Ikarians, stoics, ascetics, Thoreau and Tolstoy.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/9/2022 7:13:54 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is necessary to want to reduce hunger and misery in the world by protecting organic agriculture and livestock, avoiding

inequalities and promoting local consumption. Every year, a third of all food is lost or wasted. Especially because of household

waste, poor storage and transportation. That meal is worth roughly $1 billion. If 25% of the food that is wasted were recovered,

870 million hungry people could be fed. Women are hungrier and work in worse conditions. Rural women generally earn less and

work in worse conditions. Meanwhile, 2 billion men, women and children are overweight or obese.

Unhealthy eating carries an enormous risk of illness and death. It is unacceptable that hunger is on the rise at a time when the

world is wasting more than 1 billion tons of food each year. Recent trends suggest that the problem of hunger persists:

particularly in Africa and South America, where new data tells us that undernourishment and severe food insecurity are on the

rise. A recent report by the World Food Program (WFP) points out that the causes of the increase in hunger include

environmental degradation and droughts, both affected by climate change, as well as coneicts.

The lack of biodiversity in agriculture also represents an additional cause for concern, and is considered responsible for the

homogenization of diets that restrict access to food, with the consequent persistence of malnutrition and poverty: current

agricultural production rotates around only 12 crops, and around 60% of all calories consumed come from just four of them, rice,

wheat, corn and soybeans, despite the wealth of food products around the world. We are talking about industrial agriculture of

pesticide-laden monocultures, we are talking about the failed green revolution.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The SAGE (Center for Sustainability and the Global Environment) / GATP (World Trade Analysis Project) database estimates the

arable land area in the world at 4,022 million hectares. Several hypotheses are analyzed to extend the area of cultivated land: (1)

considering only the most suitable land for cultivation, (2) including all the land suitable for cultivation but without touching

forest land, and (3) considering cultivation of all land suitable for cultivation including that covered by forests. Under these

hypotheses, cultivated land could be multiplied by 2. L. Roudart, author of the study concludes: `` It seems that despite the

divergences, uncertainties and limits regarding the databases being studied, the land areas that can be used for rainfed

cultivation and that have not yet They are grown are very extensive worldwide.

and it includes several important regions in many countries, especially in South America and sub-Saharan Africa. Among the

countries that have the most non-cultivated arable land, we can also End the USA and Russia. In Latin America (Brazil) and in

sub-Saharan Africa (DRC), such land is largely found in the major forest basins and in savannah regions. Finally, Western Europe

also has non-cultivated arable land. This link is very complete. www.agter.org/.../Eche-chemin-231.html
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are we really overpopulated or is that just another spin coming from the Bill Gates of the world? When all you hear is "climate

change" and "over population" from the day you are old enough to comprehend language it becomes burned into your brain

(brainwashed). Politicians do this regularly. How many times have the Dems said "MAGA" this year and used "Make America

Great Again" as something negative. Who doesn't want the USA to be #1 except our enemies? So who’s side are the Dems on and

is this going to work for them? If it works for them, what’s next? If “Making America Great Again” is a bad thing, then what do

they have in mind that’s supposed to be a good thing?

Maybe it’s “Make China Great Again”? With that said, lets compare the US to other countries like S. Korea. S. Korea is the size of

Indiana, but has 51 MILLION people in it. This is a mountainous region with very little usable land mass. Indiana, with 7 million

people, is considered to be pretty crowded if you are from somewhere like MS or AR that have less than 3 million. Yet S. Korea

manages very well. They have fresh produce year-round. They do vertical farming. They do import 25% of their food, but the USA

imports 15%. If S. Korea can manage only 25% then the USA should be importing ZERO! You can put all the usable farmland in S.

Korea in the panhandle of OK. S. Korea has only 3.8 million acres of usable farmland and they feed 51 million with it. The USA

has 911 Million acres of usable farmland. If S. Korea can feed 51 million with 3.8 million acres, then the USA can feed 12.2

BILLION people with it’s 911 million acres. The world population is less than 8 billion. Now throw in China, India, Russia, etc and

all their usable farmland and you start getting upwards of 50 Billion in capacity. We haven't even gotten to S. America. They could

eclipse all the other countries combined as far as farming capacity is concerned. The overpopulation thing is another power grab

by the elites.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ThePazyryk You could not be more wrong. Earth can sustain FAR more people than the current population. It is through greed,

destruction, hatred, evil, mismanagement and misuse of resources that we have any problems at all. CEASE with the

overpopulation lie. Evil people have been promoting the lie since the end of WW2 which also spawned the UN, NATO, WEF and

more. Anyone that believes there are too many people needs to become part of their own solution and leave the earth.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what are you going to do about the "elephant in the room?" How do you know the earth is overpopulated? And so what? Really

all people care about is their own immediate needs. Sorry to say that but it's true. If you have a plan to get rid of the "too many

people" I would like to hear it. Who goes Erst? You? When a person talks about overpopulation like he is some sort of expert, like

he has a secret solution up his sleeve, I get suspicious.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you "Pazyryk", people need to understand that overpopulation today is not so much about available land and "elbow room"

(with some excetions) as it is about draining our safe and organic natural resources, such as clean ground water,

uncontaminated waterways from big aggie runoff, clean air, non-organic and toxic manufactured foods, unsafe Rockefeller

allopathic pharma, etc., all of which exists because of various big industrial complexes that are trying to accommodate our HUGE

world population...no matter what, $$$. How many Mercola articles does it take to connect the dots and Egure all this out??? If

this isn't overpopulation now, then what is, and when??? What I don't like is the underhanded way that people like the "Snake",

Schwab, and other big power brokers are trying to solve the overpopulation problems, when we, as a people, should be

encouraging population constaint ourselves, without government mandates and laws, just like Japan and Russia.
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It's simply not true that we are overpopulated. What is true is that too few people control the lion's share of the resources. And

they don't share well. Fertility rates are dropping globally. Rapidly. And that was before the jab was rolled out. Many countries are

facing labour shortages due to not enough younger people to support the needs of the growing demographic of retiring elders.

Overpopulation is a narrative to help you forget that there would be plenty to go around if it wasn't for the greed of the .01%.

Imagine what those hoarded trillions of dollars could do for world hunger if they weren't instead directed at trying to eradicate us

with toxic food, drugs, water and air!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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They say on one hand overpopulation is the problem and the other need more "slaves" to serve them. Seems they can't make up

their minds. Maybe the message is we do not have too many people, jut too many WE DO NOT CONTROL. Their promises of the

good life are false because as soon as people start to obtain it, they take it away.
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ThePazyryk
Joined On 7/17/2006 1:12:47 PM
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It isn't me who determines what "overpopulation" is. NATURE ultimately does, as has been the case since time immemorial. I just

glance at the data. Sure the Earth can sustain billions more people. But that would entail the transformation nature reserves and

forest lands, like in the Amazon and Siberia, and places in between, spewing tons of CO2. Increased food production would

require even more glyphosate and petroleum based fertilizers, and GMO. Much of the Midwest has already used up its

groundwater, which are increasingly contaminated. Droughts and shrinking rivers are causing multi-generational California

farmers to abandon their Eelds and professions.

Vertical/factory/urban farming is an option. However that requires large of inputs fossil-fuel consuming cement and electricity.

Disused buildings could be converted; but these would also drive up real estate prices even more, forcing more people to triple

and quadruple up. Ideally we should go completely organic. This requires intensive labor. But let's face it: no one these days is

interested in work that does not involve a laptop or smartphone. We'll just have to wait for the 16 million or so Dutch to come up

with better solutions.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM
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And if one doesn't buy ultra processed, GMO, lab created alternative "Doof" (because it isn't food) and, instead, purchases traditional

whole foods thus supporting regenerative, organic farming then "They" go out of business.  If this is all about power, money and control

for goodness sake don't give them your money.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Gwyncann - Agree - keep important what is important. It is all about power, control, information, and wealth - transfer. Transfer

from working people/communities (creators of wealth) to the "elites" (The Powers That Be) ( Davos Crowd) (Deep State). Vote

with your money!!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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The problem is the public schools will be serving up this crapp and telling these students how good this stuff is for them. They

will revise the Food Pyramid to include insects and fake meats as healthy proteins. It takes decades for most intelligent people

with critical thinking skills to get over the brainwashing they receive at the indoctrination camps (public schools). By then it will

be too late. When all the meat processing plants and cattle farmers go out of business where will the 40-year-old in 2050 End a

Ribeye Steak when he/she has that light-bulb moment and Egures out they were misled on diet in the name of proEts and

control?
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Yup, by the time the kid gets out of high school or college, the parent may have Enally gotten enough degrees from the School of

Hard Knocks to begin to have a better idea why things don't add up. Then when the grandkids graduate, your kids are beginning

to wonder what you are talking about and the grandkids think your just another one of the old people with funny ideas, don't get

it. As someone else posted here before, the Old Die, the Young Forget & the Unborn will never know.
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Agree, wholeheartedly, Gwyncann. Every school should have an organic garden that supplies the school kitchen. This can even

be done in urban settings. Twelve inches of soil has been dumped on top of asphalt to create veggie gardens in cities. There can

also be rooftop gardens in city settings and it is possible to garden 365 days a year. Ask Eliot Coleman in Maine. Children don't

know where food comes from or how it's grown. Want to gross a kid out? Show them a video of the poisons sprayed on

commercial farms before harvesting. Show them the video of Impossible Burgers being grown in a lab with GMO fake blood

injected.

Disgusting! Vermicomposting could also be part of the organic school garden. Worms are very cool. Teach kids to vote with their

dollar and maybe they will hound the hell out of their parents. I refer to processed foods as "chemicals masquerading as food"

that will annihilate your good gut bacteria. When I see the ineux of new fake meat cropping up in stores (even Whole Foods and

Natural Food stores), I want to puke and ***-slap the CEO's of these companies up the side of their heads. End of rant ...
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Grow your own, buy local, cook from scratch, barter.
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Alfurs
Joined On 8/27/2020 3:44:44 AM
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The reason the satanists want us to eat crickets is because these insects are nowadays full of parasites - just another way to

exterminate God's people from the earth.
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Not to mention those long legs are hard to swallow! Every time one of my cats catch them, they spit out those legs.
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Food processing tip of the day... When you have a lot of apples or potatoes to peel (or cherries to pit?) it can make a mess with splatters

around your kitchen sink and walls. This is how I make clean up easy. Take masking tape and tape several sheets of newspaper

together. Hang these sheets down from your cupboards to your countertop and behind your sink. When done, you can simply dispose of

the already recycled newspaper. Often, I just lay it in the sun until dry and reuse it, too. That way, I always have paper ready to go. Lately,

I have been keeping a special bucket for the kinds of food deer eat. (vs. compost) Laws allow us to feed 10 gallons a day (5 gallons

each). If apple peelings set for even overnight, they start to ferment and turn to vinegar. The enzymes are very healthy and deer love

them. Otherwise, fruit peelings could be used to make vinegar or jelly. If jelly, use barely enough lemon water to cover peelings--I esp.

like to make peach jelly this way.
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Lee1959
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Wow, excellent idea. I do love my homemade rhubarb jam. Can't even buy it at stores.
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You might want to check out Jon Townsend (youtube and web site) to see how it was done in the 18th century. Obviously no food

processor necessary. Check out the recipes from back then too, as well as food preservation methods. I can promise you too that

watching John will make you feel better, and all of the modern horrors melt away., and you will smile and go ahhhhh. :-)
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Redraven... This is a very interesting site. It explains the process as much as the recipe and measurements.
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Living in rural area is easier, I just put out peelings, etc. for deer, possum, coons to eat. I put on top of compost, let them dig and

turn it while looking for food. Peelings do not sit overight, in the morning all is gone.
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It is coming if you keep voting DEMOCRAT! I do not think American's realize what all is involved when they vote, EVERYTHING is!
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Do you really believe these highly organized, well funded, hereditary tyrants only buy Democrats pre-election? That every time a

Republican is elected instead, a little bell rings in heaven and we get 4 years of real for-the-people governance? If only that were

true! Rather, politics keeps us divided and Eghting amongst ourselves. Vote certainly. But please recognize that very few elected

representatives from EITHER party have stood up against what's been happening during Covid-19, muchless to the slow erosion

of rights and freedoms over the years. We need a new paradigm in politics, not a new Republican.
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First if all, I don’t want to end up looking like Bill Gates after eating fake meat. Talk about the picture of unhealthy, wrinkly, yellow, pruney

looking skin with blotches all over. How about some fat from meat? Did that idiot ever think of what vitamins and minerals will be

missing from natural food? You think we have a huge problem with mental illness now, just wait until we are all eating fake food with no

nutritional value, especially the total lack of B12 for brain health that comes from animals/meat.
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You've got that right.
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lin3741
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We will only be eating like that if we ALLOW it to happen.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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You are not kidding that Bill Gates is the homeliest man, just absolutely gross. Does he have any muscle? I doubt it! Don't forget,

the glory of a man is his strength. Guess what the glory of a woman is?
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RedRavenSounds
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Zombieland! Don't forget the rules! Rule Number one! CARDIO! My favorite tool for dispatching zombies (remember in

Zombieland they were not dead, they were sick) is the Banjo!  You can make music with it and it has a nice heft for dispatching

the walkers!!!, and you don't need to reload for the double tap!
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Dordee
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YES, he is ugly, unhealthy looking! But then look at all of the elite, do they look any better? But you do not understand, they then

add in artiEcial vitamins to the artiEcial meat and veggies. That makes it healthy, making Fruit Loops healthier than hamburger.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Thora61, Bill actually does understand. That's why he has been developing the fake/lab grown/3D-printed meats. Like myself, he

tried going vegetarian/vegan early in his adult life. It failed miserably for him. There's not a lot of information on this today, but it

used to be (10+ years ago) easily looked up. The google sensors go on high alert if you try to dig anything up on "Gates failed

attempt at going Vegan". In his mind this is critical to saving the planet. He realized (like me) that it's just not possible for many

people to actually survive without animal protein.

It's more than just the protein. It's also the fats and fatty acids that only come from animals that your body needs which makes

these nutrients essential. The long chain fatty acids DHA & EPA are required for our bodies to function properly. The outer layer

of our nerves require these fats for repair. Long term deprivation of these nutrients leads to degenerative diseases like MS. A

perfect example of this is famous actor Christina Applegate (blond star of Married with Children). She is a staunch vegan.

She was just recently diagnosed with MS. Vit-D deEciencies also contribute to this disease. Coincidently, people that are

deEcient in dietary Omega-3 fatty acids DHA and EPA are usually very deEcient in Vit-D. Part of that is because dietary Vit-D is

absorbed ONLY when there are fatty acids present during the digestion process. The other part of that is ineammation. Your

body uses Vit-D to Eght ineammation. So people who refuse to consume animal fats or animal protein get a double whammy of

ineammation and MS is usually one of the Erst problems.
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Do you know local butchers? People who actually raise animals and butcher them? I do and I will continue to purchase real food from

them. I don't want to sound harsh, but I'd trap, kill and eat rabbits before I eat insects. BTW, insects are Ene for the short term in a

survival situation, but that's obviously not what these fools are talking about and it is NOT REAL FOOD. None of this garbage is.
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brodiebrock12
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The problem is will be these very same criminals who are allowed to do this to humanity without accountability will make sure

local butchers cannot function as well as make sure live game is off limits too as in illegal. Do you really believe these same

criminal tyrants would not make certain of it. The real battles for freedom is just in it's infancy with 2030 agenda only beginning.

Unless these criminals are held to account it will move forward. Look how far they have already come since the Fauci funded

whu-eu lab release as cover
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One advantage of rural life, local grassfed farms, butchers. Also local grassfed dairies for raw milk. Theywill have to be

processed a lot, insects like grasshoppers (ones they are talking about ) have legs that have to be ground up or can't digest them.

My cats will sometimes eat one or two of them or crickets, but usually vomit them back up, plus have parisites and long wire

worms, do we actually want to eat them? And as a steady diet?? I would rather catch mice, shrews, groundhogs, rabbitts, even a

coon or possum! Even frogs, lizards or snakes, have lots of them around my bluff.
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jamNjim
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I hear you Ellicats. I'm with you! I currently do the same thing. We have a network of local farmers here that sell direct to the

consumer. There are even small farmers that sell to the highest bidder and they have VERY good meats! Like Brodie said, I see

the day coming when these people will be Ened and/or prosecuted for doing this. It's the only way the Bill Gates and Klaus

Schwabs of the world can gain control. As long as we keep electing politicians like Gavin Newsome it will happen! Newsome is a

graduate of Schwab's "Young World Leaders" graduate program. Their goal is to eliminate animal protein from everyday

consumers. I will continue to kill my protein. I doubt they will outlaw hunting, but outlawing hunting with guns is going happen.

That means hunting with bows and arrows. That is not what you want if you are living in Alaska off the grid and you have to rely

on Bear, Moose, and Elk for protein! You will die trying to take down big game with a bow and arrow. That day is coming. If the

Reps don't regain power in November, I'm afraid our days are numbered. We will have one more shot at it in 2024. I'm not seeing a

win this November for the Reps. We may get congress back, but it appears we are going to lose more Senate seats. A perfect

example is Alaska. How does a popular Rep governor like Sara Palin lose a congressional race to a Dem in a state that's 99%

Rep? That is mind blowing! It's happening everywhere!
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robertgipsoncomcast.net
Joined On 9/5/2020 3:09:31 PM
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Dr. Mercola should interview Allan Savory, who is perhaps the most intelligent, knowledgeable and experienced person on the planet. I

do not say that lightly. Savory has several youtubes demonstrating--in detail and from years of personal experimentation-- how

increasing herds of livestock is what will actually save the planet as well as humanity. In diametric opposition to what the genocidists

tell us, increasing livestock herds will *reverse* desertiEcation, while providing *genuinely* sustainable food.
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Joined On 9/17/2020 10:50:10 AM
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Read “Sacred Cow (the case for better meat)” by Diana Rogers and Robb Wolf. This book debunks EVERY argument the WEF or anyone

else puts forth about their agenda. This b**sh** the WEF and all those who spew it is just to hide their plans to control the food sources

for everyone in the world. We need (actual and healthy raised) animal protein to survive! We have been fed so many lies by those in

industry and the govt entities. Saddest part are the vast amount of the population that refuses to think for themselves and believes the

hype of plant-only, fake-meat diets like a spoon fed diet. Vegetarian/Vegan diets are not healthy.

I believed they were (didn’t do my homework ) and after 2 yrs felt horrible, had brain fog, no energy and began getting sick where I

hadn’t in over 15 yrs. Started eating organic fruits & veg and grains, grass-fed meat, good fats (org produced butter, raw milk, lard from

grass fed pigs, etc) and cut out all seed oils, ultra processed foods. Amazing turnaround in my health and well being. It isn’t always

easy, but totally worth the effort. We must stop the WEF and others from propagating their lies, if only by informing others and giving

them the truth.
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YES! I never went vegetarian, but had lymphoma from GMO, Round Up in 2000. They said 3 months, nothing worked. I went

organic, had prayer. In 2001 was in remission, still am and at 81 am healthy, driving , rescuing cats, living alone in the woods. Of

course, no jab, big pharma meds, just herbs, organic and God. Yes, it was hard getting rid of Oreo cookies, processed foods, had

to start cooking my own food, but it can be done if you want to.
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Spot On ELI!
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They can shove this madness up their "garden hose". Its the old saying from computer programming - GARBAGE IN=GARBAGE OUT.

They want people sick or dead, they really don't care which. Although sick is their gravy train. They are creating IDIOCRACY! Mike Judge

just missed the date by 500 years. As I was out walking today and looking at the beautiful world that the Lord put us in - something

came to mind. Throughout ALL of recorded human history, not a single - NOT ONE tyrant has ever succeeded. They bring hardship and

misery and generally come to a bad end.

By bad end, take Benito Mussolini (Il Duce) as JUST one example. He was Erst hanged upside down from a lamp post, used for a human

pinata and then shot! The 'Dolf blew his drug addled brains out. They NEVER succeed. They think they will be the "one" - that they will

live forever. Nope doesn't work out that way. They WILL answer to the Lord, and they best bring their coal shovel, cause they are gonna

get kicked all the way down the stairs. Think the poem by Percy Bythe Shelley - Ozymandias.

ALL tyrants end up despised and forgotten. The ancient Egyptians had a way to deal with them. Their cartouche and all references to

their name were erased! In the case of Klausy the nasty Nutzi, AKA Darth Sidious and his minions, like the eugenicist freak-punk Gates,

and their brain dead boy "pedohitler" brandon, will simply become Ozymandias. Forgotten and their foul deeds despised, and then

forgotten in the sands of time. God Bless all of the people of good will. Remember, the LORD has this!
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Yes, He has! Just trying to Egure out why He hasn't returned for judgement. If they do succeed, they will then turn on each other

as no tyrant can stand to share rule of the world with anyone else. When the feeding frenzy begins, it will be a bloody mess. Who

will be left standing??
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Jharris2020
Joined On 1/19/2020 5:42:25 PM
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This is necessary to keep people sick and make trillions for big Parma. Enough said.
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hot9520
Joined On 12/8/2020 1:24:06 PM
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Wow. The "Let them eat cockroaches" crowd makes Marie Antoinette of "Let them eat cake" fame, look like a benevolent grandmother!
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Just bc “they” think all this is a wonderful idea doesn’t mean it’s going to actually happen. This is ridiculous and a pipe dream for

“them”. Just another page taken from the play book of China where in fact they DO expect the gen pop to eat bugs and the like And

believe me they do. No wonder they are willing to and resort to eating stray dogs and cats over there, prob like getting a steakhouse

meal for them. And we joke about it too..Its sad. That said, i think US citizens are far more willing to roll up thr sleeves to take a gene

altering, toxic, potentially deadly shot than to sit down to a plate of who-knows-what derived from bugs and their dead neighbor. There

wd be such an uproar. Why we are even giving these monsters a voice is beyond me.

WEF, B&MGF, WHO..Really think about it, they’re all nothing but MADE UP CLUBS, comprised of UNELECTED CRAZY PEOPLE who

happen to have a lot of money. That’s it! They really mean nothing and their opinions and ideas mean nothing. Nobody gave them the

right to dictatorship yet indeed we continue to ALLOW them to CONTINUE to (try and?) dictate. That is why i truly wonder When is the

military, or the LAW, or some brave group of citizens going to step in and take these people out already? We cannot allow them to

STEAMROLL over life itself the world over. “They” have their made up clubs, maybe its time “we” start our own little club, that’s what i

think. So glad im old. Truly.
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In so many words - they are disconnected freeloading punks who have NO idea of humanity. They could NOT even go to a grocery

store or know how to put gas in a car.... they are really infants with a golden paciEer.  WE are LIONS not sheep, And I ride with JC!

We fear NOTHING! Not even road rash!!!
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM
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Livestock "use" a lot of acres but grazing land is often the land too steep, lacking water or decent soil. Driving through the Nevada you

see occasional cows but it may take 100 acres to support one cow. On ground with plently of water and great soil that same cow needs

less than an acre. Very misleading statistics.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM
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Good observation Shepard. Bison used to inhabit The Great Basin. There are still antelope, deer and elk that graze that area but

they are mostly able to move with the seasons to follow the natural feed and water. Those animals, unlike cows that evolved in

Europe where it rains frequently, can survive on little water. They use the water that is in the plants that also are able to survive

with little rain. You cannot drive without seeing lots of jackrabbits alive and as roadkill. Because the Great Basin has many

mountain ranges that capture rain and snow that manages to get past the Sierra Nevada.There are many lakes and wet lands

scattered across the landscape.

There still is a signiEcant water fowl migration that uses the area as a ey way and breeding area. Las Vegas , the meadows, was

a Mormon way station between Utah and CA. because there was signiEcant feed for horses and oxen. Next time you are crossing

Nevada stop in Carson City, Fallon or Winnemuca and visit their museums. Very enlightening on the culture that pre dated the

European invasion.
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Dordee
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Plus, cattle replenish the fertility of the soil and the plants eaten come back from the roots. It is best if have family farm, raise

hogs, cattle, goats, etc. in rotation as each contributes to the land's fertility, not mega farms thst deplete the sol because animals

are kept in conEnement, not allowed to move on to fresh pasture to allow the old to regrow,
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jamNjim
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Exactly Shepard505! I grew up in an area that was a transition between the foothills and the delta plains (farmland). There were

many areas that the dirt was just too poor to grow crops. It would require TONS of fertilizer! However, these rolling hills and

hillsides would grow grass. These areas usually had creeks and/or intermittent streams that would keep a pond or lake full of

water. This land was cheap because it usually wasn't suitable for housing due to eooding and lack of other resources (too rural)

so you raised CATTLE! It was a perfect balance. These areas that were once my playground are now being developed into

housing subdivisions. It's so sad to see this prime cattle farming land being turned into subdivisions!
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Middlekens
Joined On 1/19/2010 9:35:20 AM
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As inane an idea as the solar panel and windmill farms that destroy land. How many ways can you say 'stupid'?
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Islander
Joined On 3/26/2007 12:55:12 AM
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When climate change reaches the upmost points and infrastructures begin to go down, including the grid in your area, you may

be glad of a few solar panels on your roof. At least you could maintain your refrigerator and your computer!
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And now Amazon had to shut down it collectors on the roof, they got to hot and were ruined.
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lma31439
Joined On 4/21/2021 5:09:14 PM
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survival of the Ettest.......elimination of everyone else.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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You need to understand what these numbers mean... www.youtube.com/watch
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Is Our World Run Like a
MaYa? So What Do We Do?
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think it's a coincidence they are promoting health depleting processed foods with all the resultant health problems. It helps fuel

the agro-medical-industrial complex. It's very easy to grow your own very nutritious sprouts and microgreens in your kitchen and if

limited on space other veggies can be grown in pots. It's not only good for your body but also your soul to be in touch with nature in any

small way.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, many foods can be grown in pots, i do, harvest tomatoes until March. Thinking of bush cucumbers, green beans, onions,

lettuce, etc. this year. Microgreens, sprouts would be a great addition. House built for passive solar so have lots of windows in

53' of southern exposure. Can get my meats and raw milk from local grassfed farmers. In the meantime i live in the woods,

almost mile from humans,surrounded by nature.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes pjmauigirl! I have my micro-garden going in the middle of the big city! The problem for me is that most of the veggies you

can easily grow in your backyard or even the window ledge of your apartment are nightshades. I'm severely allergic to

nightshades. I still eat them on rare occasions. My favorite is the potato. For anyone with an apartment balcony, you can grow

potatoes in a bag. It's so easy! Here's a link on how to do it:

www.gardeningknowhow.com/edible/vegetables/potato/growing-potatoes-in-..  The Potato is single handily the one food

responsible for the colonization of the planet (especially the USA). It was easy to grow, had a long shelf life, survived long trips

on horseback, grows almost anywhere, and is packed full of calories and nutrients! Unfortunately, I can't eat much potato. God

bless anyone who can! You can grow it ANYWHERE, even in a BAG!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hairworms infect cricket brains and turn them into suicidal zombies............just sayin'
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you say ZOMBIELAND!! Remember the infected were NOT dead, they were diseased with a form of "mad cow" - mad people.

remember the rules! Rule Number one - CARDIO! And stay away from CLOWNS!!! The zombies are sick, fevered, and hangry!!!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And they are ugly worms. Wouldn't have believed such a long worm could come from such a small cricket!
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

REdRavenSounds.  What ABOUT cardio?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even wackier politics in the Netherlands... Dutch city becomes world’s Erst to ban meat adverts in public

www.theguardian.com/world/2022/sep/06/haarlem-netherlands-bans-meat-ad..   I guess this means no more supermarket ads or

posting restaurant menus . No more serious issues to address? Fortunately, my "fast food" is still moving. Just need to get it into the

freezer this fall.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AND the farmers and ranchers are striking back! Showering the elites and their buildings with liqui-poop!! Push people too far,

and you get a poop shower!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wondering how trhe fast food industry will feel about this law?
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They'll probably give some kind of pay off or incentivize the fast food companies to go along with their crazy maniacal agenda.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's like electric cars; they don't tell you the whole story. Electric cars need massive amounts of rare minerals plus, like everything else,

fossil-fuel run infrastructure to manufacture them. There is no clean energy.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly- take it from here, this suffers, take it from there, that suffers.  Its only about the angles they choose to play to make

deals w eachother.  All while fooling the gullible gen pop in the process for proEt. Pandemics and wars no different. Wheels on

the bus.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@lin. You have expressed it so well. Thanx. :)
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes....Hydrogen !!!!!
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RFlocal
Joined On 9/29/2009 7:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elite canned food- N O W with the 0.1% ground directly inn to the process- Feed it to themselves which will work because their

cannibals
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That WEF graphic is absolutely insane! Absolutely No Way.
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, that WEF graphic is fake, but actually not far off what the WEF sez on their website:  "So what might we eat in 2030? I think demand

will be shifting and more people will want to eat a healthy diet, one that is less intensive (and wasteful) of resources. The increasing

emergence of localism, wholefoods, organic, artisanal and “real food” movements is a sign of this  at least for the rich and dedicated.

So our diets may be more veg and fruit, whole grains and vegetarian food or new alternatives (soya products, or perhaps insects or

artiEcial meat), and less fried and sugary things. We’ll still eat meat, but, perhaps more like our parents and grandparents, see it as a

treat to savour every few days."
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ColleenM870
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That pie chart of what we will eat in 2030 is utterly disturbing.
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Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fact is, a sizable proportion of cattle and other meat animals are grazed on land not suitable for crops. They don't take that into

account. And it sure would help if they'd drop the farming of crops that are used to make biofuel! That land is often land that once fed a

nation, but now the nation goes hungry because biofuels make more money for farmers, and they're cutting down tropical rainforest to

make more land for biofuels. And they're not good for cars, and together with catalytic converters, they generate sulfuric acid, which is

harmful to buildings made of stone or brick, statues, and people's lungs.
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craigcam
Joined On 7/2/2021 6:11:08 PM
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The chart only conErms my belief that the WEF are complete psychopathic degenerates. I also know for sure that the world's wealthiest

people aren't going to be eating this crap, although some of them might already be cannibals. Just noticed an article that Bill Gates is

buying a certain type of short haired cattle that are bred to be resistant to heat so I guess that alleviates any concerns he might have

about scarcity of protein in his diet in these times of global warming. The upside of reading about these WEF freakish plans is that I'm a

lot less concerned about Russia. I don't think the Russians are this foolish, in fact, I don't think people in the west are foolish enough to

continue to buy this crap, in spite of the constant brainwashing, I wouldn't be surprised to see some of these WEF' ers end up with their

heads on pikes.
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It's how the great genocide leads to the great reset.
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And what will the 1%, elite be eating then, the same as that foisted on us ? Or will they be dining on steak, lobster?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Ahhhhh only the Enest grass fed Elet Mignon, lobster and crab from selected and protected bodies of water. It may do them well

to remember Louie "Its good to be da' king!" XIV, (who Count de' Money noted, had a remarkable resemblance to the lowly Garson'

de'pees "piss boy") -- also dined on only the Enest cuisine while the people ate rats (rat pie, rat stew, rat fritters and the ever

popular Ratatatouie!!) with insects and apple cores for desert.... well - until ol' Louie and Marie lost their heads. ... Apologies to

the inimitable Mr. Mel Brooks! Mel keeps my sense of humor in tact.  God bless!
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Here are the diets of notable tech billionaires, from Mark Zuckerberg's 'kill what you eat' routine to Bill Gates' Diet Coke obsession

www.businessinsider.com/steve-jobs-elon-musk-bill-gates-mark-zuckerber..
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Anything coming from the "experts" at WEF is bound to be harmful
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Instead of Napoleon Hill's "Think and Grow Rich" (Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab's bible), Jared Diamond's "Collapse: How Societies

Choose to Fail or Succeed" (2005) should be required reading for the masses. Particularly noteworthy is his take on Rapa Nui (Easter

Island, of the giant, stone statues fame).
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First you need to get the masses to read it.
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One word - HYDROPONICS. Ask you're elected oxcials why they aren't promoting it and switching, if they're that concerned about the

environment. I mean, we all know the plans of the Great Reset by now, and this environmental argument is complete crap. But I'm

saying hit back at the psychopaths with Hydroponics and promote it far and wide.
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My GRANDPARENTS did hydroponics! And I'm 73 freaking years old! Hydroponics will be used on space eights - they do talk

about that of course, but for people on earth? Not so much. And note how these one world freaks NEVER talk about eating

healthy (anathema to them), proper exercise, sleep, mental attitude, sunshine etc! They want the sheep, nice and dependent,

sickly and really stupid! Sorry not a sheep, I'm a LION and I ride with JC!
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Watermelon, Kale, and dates are the only ones that are presented that should be encouraged. Independent journalist Nina Teicholz

knows nothing.
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Lee1959
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Sorry, I just cannot stomach kale. I was given some by a neighbor. I just can't do it.
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Lee, you're not alone. Few people can tolerate kale. But there are other greens that will just give you just as much bang for your

buck. How about beet greens, turnip greens, swiss chard, spinach, collards?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't do kale - maybe a little bit, but I eat TONS of FRESH spinach and other green vegetables EVERY day! I eat a balanced

(omnivore) diet, including FRESH Esh (NOT super market whatever it is). And the more color in the vegetable the better. Its

almost squash season too. And I DO NOT listen to anything these one world freaks say. They can as it were, p*ss off.  Spinach!

Yummmm!
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are using the scam of climate change to justify this but it is really about proEt and control. It is more than doubtful that they will

ever get away with this. They can barely tie their own shoes. They are truly insane psychopaths. Do they really think that they can come

into our local communities and prevent us from growing our own food and engaging in animal husbandry? I have got to see this. The

bounty of nature belongs to no one least of all those who try to seize it for their own greedy ends. If Schwabenklaus and his minions

want to eat crickets then let it be so but I will be bet that they will be eating Elet minion and dining on whole foods.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is why the American people must NEVER give up their implements, also their farm implements.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, its all about “SAVE THE PLANET!” w their BS climate change “cause”. Along with their “SAVE THE PEOPLE!” health care’

takeover, born of their own phony plandemics and “miracle vackcines”.  YET!.all they really want to do - is kill you! So glad im old.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They tell people in some states they cannot gather rainwater, illegel!
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And you can bet that Davos types will be eating the good organic food while we munch through our bowl of crunchy crickets. Yup, they

have it all Egured out, and they will not be making any sacriEces to sustain the planet. Au contraire!
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only if we let it happen. They are made of eesh and bone just like the rest of us, and there are PLENTY more of us than them!!!!
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Iwantthetruth
Joined On 1/3/2017 2:56:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wouldn't be a bit surprised if they also include eating human meat in all this insanity. I know it already exists, but Lord help us. Will you

even be allowed to have your own farms when all this happens? God forbid they get their way in this.
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EstherOul
Joined On 6/11/2021 5:31:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's what "upcycled citizens" means--eating dead bodies.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way “they” cd ever succeed is if the people let them.
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anti_republocrat
Joined On 11/1/2020 6:51:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Supply the science for local and national policies" -- In Other Words, use those aspects of "the science" that support already

determined policies to support those policies. "The science" is in service to the policies rather than science being used to develop

policies. ConErmation bias at its Enest, deliberate level. Reminds me of the Iraq War some saying about the intelligence be structured

to support the policy. Don't remember the exact quote.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes reality is disappearing bc made up and twisted “science” is taking over.  There simply is no reality any more, just whatever

someone wants to say for proEt.  And sadly most go right along.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is more absurd than Newsome mandating electric vehicles while at the same time restricting electricity usage. Also don’t forget it’s

better for the planet but in the near years to come we’ll have millions of toxic batteries to dump. If people in CA can’t see through that,

they deserve what’s coming. It’s hard to believe there are people that buy into this junk.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thinkinmama, You are not supposed to notice the absurdity of it all. The publicly owned utilties like SMUD and LAWPD have not

had blackouts dating back to the 90s. Only the privately held utilities like PG&E and SoCal Edison have had blackouts and they

charge 20% more. Why doesn't the average Californian know that? Henry Ford said in the 20s that ethanol was the fuel of the

future because it could be made from any fermentable material. Food waste that is loaded with fermentable material is

composted instead.

Newsom is so proud of SF's food waste recycling that he oversaw as mayor. That food waste could be turned into ethanol at a

cost of less than 50 cents a gallon. We have had John D. and his ilk for over a century and now we are being programmed to

allow Elon and his ilk to join them. Alcohol Can Be a Gas is a wonderful read on how to switch to ethanol.

www.alcoholcanbeagas.com/alcohol-can-be-a-gas-fact-sheet  The problem with ethanol for the billionaire class is that it is too

democratic and cannot be centralized and controlled.

According to David Blume, the author, 30% of the national liquid fuel needs can be supplied by fermenting lawn clippings. Each

neighborhood could be producing their own fuel at a very low cost and with little to no pollution or green house gas additions. All

internal combustion engines produced since the 80s can run on 100% ethanol with only a soft ware change. We do not need to

destroy the environment to make batteries. We can use what we have.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I followed the science, but I could not End science. I then followed the money, and there I found the "science."
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dubbydove
Joined On 9/23/2011 8:39:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to know who elected these people to re-design our world for us? The fact that they have zero interest in input from the people

they seek to set in a new direction says it all about their intentions. A long time ago I read a book called The Diary of Bernal de Diaz. It

was the diary of a Spanish priest who accompanied Cortes on his plunder of the "new world". I recall his commnet "we must train these

heretics from their pagan habit of daily bathing". It was 50 years ago that I read those words and it had a profound impact on me. I

realized how closed these people were to anything like respect or self-awareness or the ability to learn from others. I feel like these

words should be attached to the so-called WEF which would be more appropriately called the World Plunder Association.. Which would

also be ironic considering the last WPA.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely 100%. This FARCE of making themselves boss of the entire world with nobody to answer to is RIDICULOUS. I know

many of us here on dr m site believe most folks don’t see what’s going on, but “thanks” to the plandemic it helped expose a lot, a

lot of the craziness and evil that goes on. I believe people ARE catching on to things. That’s the only thing we can really thank

them all for (creators of covid era) is the awareness they created. not to say EVERYONE gets it, but i think MANY, and the more

that time that goes by post covid the more people are willing to see, or by now have had the time to see.

And i see more and more who are NO LONGER so willing to roll up thr sleeves CONTINUALLY. People are tired of it. This talk

about food changes in the extreme mentioned here might be their big pipe dream but imo that’s all it is. US citizens wiling to put

up with a LOT but I wouldn’t bet on cramming roach food and their dead neighbors down their throats just yet. The “dream” of

these Made up clubs consisting of UNELECTED PSYCHOPATHS with so much $ they have nothing else to do.

We should be calling them laughing stocks. Not just WEF either but WHO et.al. In the end there are more of us than them.

Eventually they will fall. If gatesfauxcywef machine thinks oh the “next” pandemic.things will not go according to their plan and

People WILL say enough is enough!! Ive never seen so many pandemics in my lifetime until gates came along! We should be

kicking him to the curb! That’s what folks will start saying. Most folks.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will still be consuming the remaining 10%
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lawyerlisa
Joined On 1/23/2012 2:26:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take your perennial fruit seeds and stone fruit and herbs and spread them in your locale. If you collect seeds , share. But also plant for

the community especially perrenial fruit fruit trees and vegetables. Also here's my new political solution https://youtu.be/WQG9HlEJPoI
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The plan is clearly mass hunger kept from starvation only by the periodic availability of bugs and the eventual introduction of Soylent

Green cannibalism, except of course for the Inner Party. From all directions 2030 looks like a living Hell, and it will be necessary to rise

up against them to prevent these thigs from coming to pass.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need start kicking these a holes to the curb a lot sooner than that then.
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deemark
Joined On 5/25/2021 3:38:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will Schwab and Gates be eating that ***? Don't think so. Neither will I.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, at their last WEF summit meeting in Davos, they basically ate what equates to burritos from Taco Bell. So they really are

clueless when it comes to nutrition.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Things will only go their way if gen pop lets it. Who are they anyway? A bunch of sick minds nobody elected them or made them

boss.  Just bc they want it doesn’t mean it will ever happen.  Interesting saying justseve.. even if SOMETHING like this did

happen as in making it an OPTION, it would take so long old azz gates, fauch and sick old disgusting scwab will never live to see

the day. These old sick minds.already have one foot in the grave and the other on a banana peel. Ha!
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gardenmad
Joined On 2/8/2007 12:29:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this madness goes ahead then the planet is going down the health/disease toilet. Not to mention the fact that making said artiEcial

food will create more environmental degradation than any farming of livestock to date. They see things very simplistic and do not

understand the complexity of nature and how we all live in balance, or should do, with how food is grown. Let's push for more organic

and sustainable in the right way, as in, farming the natural way, before the industrial revolution and the green revolution. Animals belong

on the land in paddocks etc, not in CAFO farms and fed all sorts of rubbish food, hormones and antibiotics. Also synthetic vitamins and

minerals are nothing like the natural plant based and animal based nutrients found in whole food. This is a disaster waiting to happen.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think they understand completely what they are doing. It has nothing to do with saving the planet. It has nothing to do with

nutrition. It has everything to do with POWER! Those who control the food and energy control the world. I will be growing my own

food when that day comes. I have 20 acres that's not really suitable for anything except pigs and goats (mostly wooded). I can

have a small heard of hogs. The best part is I already have wild hogs. All I have to do is catch them in a live trap and start the

process of taming the babies (no paper trails). They can't accuse me of breaking any laws when I'm helping control the feral hog

population. You have to beat them at their own game.
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docean
Joined On 8/4/2010 10:54:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is the source for the purported graphic from WEF that indicates "upcycled citizens" will be a protein source? Hint: There is no

valid source, as it's origin appears to be fabricated, but not originating from WEF. Just because someone posts it on FB or Twitter

doesn't make it legit. Don't believe me? Search the WEF website and you can't End anything like that graphic. They don't hide anything in

their agendas no matter how audacious, so if they truly published this, it would still be available there.

I HAVE seen asinine proposals that they've eoated, pushed or continue to support, and those things are still available on their site - even

if it's been sent off to an archived corner. But this graphic is not there, and no one seems to be able to produce an archived copy of their

site page that contained it. So this makes at least the second time that I've seen an article in the last year or so on this site that is using

some "fact" that emerged on twitter or some other place, but actually is unveriEed/unsubstantiated (out of about 30 I've read in depth).

That's unfortunate, and undermines credibility - credibility that is extremely important when trying to communicate about these topics

with other people. I hope more care is taken to preclude this type of content from being presented as factual. People who already bristle

when I mention the name "Mercola" don't need more reasons to do so. Please double check the veracity of the more sensational

aspects of your articles. Thanks.
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Karenkroll
Joined On 11/2/2009 5:57:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do believe it’s time to stop using animals for food. It’s a barbaric cruel disgusting industry and there are plenty of other things to eat.

No animal wants to die there is no humane way to do it and it’s wrong. Needs to stop.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Karenkroll, you are so funny! Do you think God gave us cows for pets or just decorations?
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guess who killed the Erst animal for skin? God. After that He said you can eat meat. I have to tell you Karenkroll that not having

complete protein in your diet is bad for your health. If that is what you want to do, Ene. I raise chickens as layers, but I do get

some roosters. They eat, and they are mean. The only reason you want them is if you are breeding. You can hardly give them

away. So when I do, guess who comes and gets them? Asian restaurant owners. The Asian restaurant owners seem to have more

sense than you. I would put my emotions into Eghting people like Pol Pot, Stalin, Hitler et al.

Yes, there are huge industrial farms that do not raise their animals humanely (think CAFO's), but someone like me who likes a bit

of chicken, hamburger, or steak and has raised them herself, there is no crime in that. You can shout from the top of your lungs

but people will not stop eating meat. If there were not farmed animals left, people would be shooting deer, geese, and rabbits for
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but people will not stop eating meat. If there were not farmed animals left, people would be shooting deer, geese, and rabbits for

their protein. No one with a 6th grade's worth of education takes you seriously.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/9/2022 11:18:22 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

lin3741
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Add as Friend  Send Message

My belief is that people should eat what they want, as long as it’s not grandma or cousin Jimmy.  You want to eat bugs you

should do it!  But keep in mind bugs are still living things and so are plants! Just saying. I don’t believe anyone should be dictated

to what they can or cannot put in their own bodies period, and that includes food, drugs, “medicine”, chips, software, hardware,

other people’s body parts or any other natural or unnatural thing you can think of.  In other words, By CHOICE only.
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So, how do you feel about abortion?
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Guillermou If we look at the data being delivered from the planet Mars, we see regular reports of Methane gas, and the expectation that

the methane is a product of living organisms, bacteria living in the deeper mass under the surface. Again, we all know that all such

bacteria, living in the guts of animals. are a source of methane. So what about the bacteria living in the guts of the insects? If we

consider that, to produce, say, a ton of meat, the stomach bacteria produce a known quantity of methane; then surely, the same

principle must apply with the production of a Ton of insects? So the very Erst thing to do is set up a study of feeding insects to discover

the relative production of methane from growing insects rather than meat. My instincts tell me there will not be any substantial

difference . . . that the insects stomachs will also produce methane, in roughly the same quantities as the stomachs of for example, a

cow. A Ton of insects is a VERY large quantity, same as a large cow. All we need to do is a demonstration to completely destroy the

idea; that growing insects dramatically reduces methane.
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Interesting perspective, Chris. New research has found that cows aren't the only culprits. This study, published in the journal

ScientiEc Reports, has detected another source of methane emission among terrestrial fauna. A team of scientists from the

University of Geneva (Switzerland) in collaboration with the Leibniz Institute for Freshwater Ecology and Inland Fisheries in Berlin

(IGB) has discovered how the larva Chaoborus spp - a species of small ey which inhabits lakes no more than 70 meters deep -

takes advantage of methane gas and expels it into the water, causing a negative impact on the environment. Experts are very

familiar with the life cycle of these insects, whose larvae live between a year and two years at the bottom of lakes and ponds.

During the day, they remain hidden among the sediments of the lake, where methane is more abundant. At nightfall, they Ell the

small vesicles with which they are provided with air, and as if it were a static balloon, they propel themselves and rise to the

surface in search of food, generally zooplankton. Currently, experts attribute 20% of natural methane gas emissions to

freshwater, which also absorbs 28 times more heat than carbon dioxide, so its impact on global warming is greater.

That is why According to them, the larvae are partially responsible for the greenhouse effect and their contribution to it depends

on how and to what extent they are distributed in each place. And it is that, the density of Chaoborus in the lakes ranges from

2,000 to 130,000 individuals per square meter. In waters of low quality and high nutrients they are more abundant.

www.eurekalert.org/.../747879  .---- pubs.acs.org/.../acs.est.7b04384  .---

www.researchgate.net/publication/342419360_Is_it_stochastic_Chaoborus_..  .---
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Large amounts of the greenhouse gas methane (CH 4 ) are produced by anaerobic mineralization of organic matter in lakes.

Despite extensive CH 4 emissions in freshwater, most CH 4 is normally oxidized by methane oxidizing bacteria (MOB) before it

can reach the lake surface and be emitted into the atmosphere. In turn, it has been shown that MOB biomass derived from CH 4

can provide energy and carbon for zooplankton and macroinvertebrates. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3413669  .
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yes indeed Guillermou, but my point remains important, that if we can prove the insects create methane, we can then destroy the

idea that an insect diet will reduce methane production. Food for thought?
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Let's see who is polluting more. Photosynthesis uses CO2 as the raw material for its growth, accumulating the captured carbon

atoms, the higher the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, the more plant matter will grow, that is, trees, shrubs

and herbaceous plants of all kinds. . Carbon fertilization has been used in greenhouses throughout the developed world for a

couple of decades. However, too many carbon dioxide emissions have a serious and strong impact on the oceans. The oceans

absorb approximately 30% of global carbon dioxide emissions and 80% of the heat generated by the increasing increase in

greenhouse gases, thus mitigating many of the harmful impacts of air pollution. However, this process is expensive. The oceans

are not only rising in level and temperature, they are also becoming more acidic. Around 1867 the concentration of CO2 was 285

ppm, that is, 0.0285% of the air content.

One hundred Efty years later, in February 2019 the measurement is 406 ppm; an increase of 42.5%. It is certain that the

combustion of fossil fuels (coal and, in the 20th century, oil) since the second phase of the Industrial Revolution has been the

decisive factor in the increase in CO2. We must consider methane is emitted during the production and transportation of coal,

natural gas and oil. Methane emissions also result from ranching and other industrial agricultural practices, land use, and the

decomposition of organic waste in municipal solid waste landElls. The global warming potential (GWP) is GWP 28 to 36 over 100

years. CO 2 , by deEnition, has a GWP of 1 Nitrous oxide is emitted during industrial activities, combustion of fossil fuels and

solid waste, as well as during wastewater treatment. GWP of 265 to 298 times greater than that of CO 2
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Hydroeuorocarbons, pereuorocarbons, sulfur hexaeuoride, and nitrogen trieuoride are potent synthetic greenhouse gases that

are emitted from a variety of industrial processes. F-gases are sometimes used as substitutes for stratospheric ozone-depleting

substances. These gases are emitted in smaller amounts, but because they are potent greenhouse gases, they are sometimes

referred to as high global warming potential gases. The GWPs of these gases can be in the thousands or tens of thousands. An

international group of scientists is warning regulators around the world about the consequences of global sun dimming

experiments.

These sun-obscuring geoengineering programs are being proposed as solutions to combat global warming. These

geoengineering programs give immense power and a divine complex to some of the world's richest people (such as Bill Gates),

who maniacally seek to experiment with the Earth's atmosphere using strategic injections of sulfate aerosols and other

pollutants. These experiments have unintended consequences and can negatively impact weather patterns, agriculture,

ecosystems, air quality, human health, and food and water security.

“The deployment of solar geoengineering cannot be governed globally in a fair, inclusive and effective way,” the open letter

warns. The letter calls for international supervision to stop these global experiments. "Therefore, we call for immediate political

action by governments, the United Nations and other actors to prevent the normalization of solar geoengineering as a climate

policy option." phys.org/.../2022-01-dimming-sun-rays-off-limits-experts.html  (01/17/2022)

newspunch.com/scientists-warn-governments-that-they-should-ban-artiEc..  (01/26/2002)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go back to the Eighties and reports were bubbling out about a possible problem of Termite Farts increasing the methane. This

eventually turned into reports of Cow Farts. Totally ignoring cows, livestock rose properly, Biodynamic Regeneratively, do not

release vast amounts of methane. It is all the unnatural processed animal feed & the massive use of antibiotics disrupting their

guts causing the hot air. It is also an unnaturally grown GMO, Glyphosate, Insecticide-soaked processed animal feed not only

disrupting the guts of livestock, but also the soul of the soil, microbiome. At the end, also our guts.

The toxic methane emissions most deadly are those emitted from the mouths of the WEF & their lapdogs, spewing rubbish.

Rubbish as Vandana Shiva says Gates and his 'expert's' who get their paychecks telling him what he wants to hear toss out in all

the gee whiz marketing $$$$ can buy. Cows, elephants, zebras, gnus - pick your favorite - in their natural conditions exist in a

system where all is engaged in a circle of life. There is no throw away, pretend there is no problem, keep on mining resources

until the mother lode vein is all played out, there nothing left.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of the methane, prior to the 19th/20th century was from swamps. Decomposing organic matter produces methane. AKA:

SEWAGE! The greenies would have you to believe that cattle are the root cause of this greenhouse gas. NOPE! Swamps and

humans produce the most methane. The more veggies you eat the more methane you produce. When you ferment veggies, you

get methane. This was my 10th grade science project. I won 1st place!
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim while I am sure you are correct, my point is all about the "Claim" that we must eat insects, rather than meat, to reduce

methane; when, as I understand the debate; there will be no difference to the methane output . . . that the insects will produce

just as much, if not more. If that is correct, then there is no reason to eat insects. Period! Food for thought?
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off Topic     "What is in the so-called COVID-19 “Vaccines”? Part 1: Evidence of a Global Crime Against Humanity" ~ ijvtpr.com/.../83    

"A Partial Answer to the Question Posed by David A. Hughes, PhD, in the Article: “What is in the so-called COVID-19 Vaccines’? Part 1:

Evidence of a Global Crime Against Humanity" ~~ ijvtpr.com/.../85
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off Topic. For those putting the puzzle together of power, control, information, and wealth transfer - you need an understanding of the

British Crown, former British Empire, City of London, etc - to create the picture on the puzzle box. The follow provides great insight and

understanding. "GUEST POST: CHARLES’ EMPIRE- THE ROYAL RESET RIDDLE"

~~matthewehret.substack.com/p/guest-post-charles-empire-the-royal?utm_me..
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mar9256
Joined On 11/10/2017 5:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Typo? Paper published September 25, 2022 ??? Today is September 9, 2022.
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PowerlifterX
Joined On 3/28/2016 10:16:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about providing the direct link source of the last graphic above. I have searched and cannot End it. Thank you.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a spoof as I believe Dr. M mentions.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK.....here is a bit from MyMountain Labatouries .....the human animals digestive system can't handle many insects ingested....that why

humans eat animals that can ingest insects ie birds like chicken n turkey ....Interestingly chickens do eat meat as do most birds...  

But......it doesn't really matter.......5G will kill most cattle and sheep and nearly every living thing of earth..along with YOU and your

family..and its very obvious...but as long as them cells work so ya can aimlessly 'Chat on ue cell" or stay on contact with ur tablet or

some other 'convient; line of bs to "feel safe" from 'da bad guys' ...yadayada..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Dr Lee Merritt  >>>>..www.bitchute.com/.../gsJi19j57rgl
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../IlKHXJMQxhgK
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gardenmad
Joined On 2/8/2007 12:29:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mrrobb I agree about the 5G, but also the 3G and 4G is just as bad. According to Arthur Firstenberg the EMF radiation is what is

causing all the chronic disease that we see since the 20th century. This includes the earlier radio towers as well. I don't agree

entirely with his stance but I believe that it contributes to it. This together with the chemicals in the environment, which they are

not concerned with because they think that CO2 is the culprit, and the heavy metals and processed food is what is killing us all.

Cleaning up the environment means getting rid of all these man made chemicals sprayed on our food and sprayed in the air. We

are killing our home. CO2 is wonderful for the plants. They grow very lush with extra CO2. I think they want a dead planet.
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Mr.Magoo
Joined On 8/17/2010 8:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot can be said about Herr Schwab, but the diagram What will our diets look like in 2030’ is made up. It does not show up anywhere on

WEF’s devils site.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Mr. Magoo. it's a spoof and I think Dr. M alluded to that.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO Meat is Amazing!!!. NO meat is better for the world's health and better for environment. Obviously getting rid of nazi death camps

aka slaughter houses. When talking about meat as food, people are avoiding mentioning how animals are being turned into eatable

meat for poor humans. 80% of northern India is vegetarian. Ive been in this part of India and was amazed of hundreds if thousands

amazing dishes that people prepare there for generations, both in villages and towns. Their food is thousands times more enjoyable

than meat and of course healthier. Cockroaches as food...this topic is still on the level of super-natural Neteix Elms.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why don't we just get rid of all the animals on the planet, including humans? Save the planet! (sarcasm)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Zinovius. God created cows for pets, companionship, amusement and decorations. How many are you going to adopt?
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, India worships the cow to the extent that when they urinate in the rivers, Indians cup their hands and Ell them with all that

golden goodness and splash themselves with it. Next time you go to the bathroom, I suggest you try that. Might make you feel

good!
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BigFoxy
Joined On 12/25/2012 7:41:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zinovius, You need to expand your horizons and learn about genetic variations and nutrition. Dr. Abravanel's Body Type Diet is

based on 3,000-5,000 year old ayurvedic medicine (originating in India, of all places!) and tailors diet based on genetic

differences. Some types should eat animal protein at every meal every day. Note that not all Indians are vegetarian but having

traveled there I couldn't help but see a lot of the people are incredibly thin, too thin and look under/malnourished. The GenoType

Diet and Eat Right 4 Your Type series by Dr. Peter J. D' Adamo also goes into different nutritional needs based on blood and

genetic type and red meat is great for some types but not others.

Traditional Chinese Medicine, 3,000-5,000 years old, also categorizes foods as yin and yang with different properties that are

healing and beneEcial depending on the time of year and individual needs. Red meat is a stimulant which is good for some but

not others. It's interesting to note that TCM and Ayurvedic medicine are based on knowledge from extra-terrestrials that visited

earth many years ago and they knew then that WE ARE NOT ALL THE SAME. Obviously they were more advanced back then, than

we are now.
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Islander
Joined On 3/26/2007 12:55:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The contents of this page are so mind-boggling that I hardly know where to start. To begin with, that WEF 2030 chart is utter nonsense.

Eat nothing and be happy? Upcycle fellow citizens? Surely these are all jokes. About the green yellow red Twitter chart I'm not so sure

because to begin with, we don't know what it stands for. What is it supposed to represent? I couldn't encourage much of anything in the

green portion, unless perhaps kale were replaced with any other green (beet, turnip, swiss chard, spinach, collards etc.) As for the
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green portion, unless perhaps kale were replaced with any other green (beet, turnip, swiss chard, spinach, collards etc.) As for the

cooking oil, they haven't given us much choice.

Canola oil is notoriously GMO. Olive and palm oil have such a low smoke point that most of the beneEcial compounds are lost before

you reach it; they are more appropriate for items like tossed salads. As a lifetime farmer, may I suggest the best cooking oils? If you are

vegetarian, coconut oil will work Ene for you. Animal fats have always been super healthy, including butter, ghee, lard, tallow and bacon

fat.

I mean real butter, not some phony substitute like Country Crock (it's a crock!) Lard as well. Lard is what the tastiest donuts are fried in,

and it's what gave McDonald's fries such terriEc eavor until the low-fat scare frightened them away. As for bacon fat, it's what your

grandparents and great-grandparents kept in a container right on the stove to use for practically everything. It's still my go-to for about

half of the fat I use in cooking — especially anything made with eggs!

Whenever you fry bacon, pour the fat off into the container and keep it handy. You'll be glad you did! Oh, and an afterthought: if you raise

a pig for yourself, insist your butcher understand that you do NOT want your chops and roasts trimmed. If you don't make it plain, you'll

lose one of the most valuable parts of your animal. I live in Maine where the majority of us are country folks, and when Covid made the

news in 2020, the demand for pigs and vegetable seedlings soared!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Thank You Islander for being the commonsense genius you are! Long time no see! I agree 200%! Everything you just said is what

I do today! It works. I have the numbers to prove it. I know Dr. Mercola's chart shows lard as marginal (better than vegetable oils

but worse than everything else). I beg to differ. The reason is Polyunsaturated/Monounsaturated/Saturated fat ratios. From the

research I've done you need 10%/45%/45% respectfully for a perfect/healthy balance of the 3 fat types. Organic/Free Range pigs

provide this PERFECT balance! Even commercially grown CAFO pigs provide 20/40/40 respectfully. While that's not optimal, it's

better than 100% PUFA's! Pork is still the cheapest protein you can buy at the supermarket. You can get the free-range organic

pork from small farms for less than the price of GMO beef at the grocery store. PORK, it's the other white meat!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Good post Islander! Not sure why you are so low on the forum today. Promoting pork doesn't get you very far on this forum. It's a

great source of protein and fat. I have a perfect lot for raising pigs (have a pond). I'm not good at killing animals I raise and I have

plenty of wild hogs to choose from. If/when the time comes, I will grow my own. Pigs are like the rabbits JamNjim suggested

above. They reproduce like crazy! You can cure the meat to make sausage, bacon, or jerky if refrigeration is a problem.
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Islander
Joined On 3/26/2007 12:55:12 AM
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Thank you, JamNJim & Arlen. I come here to be supportive and to supply useful information that a lot of apartment dwellers may

not have access to — just as both of you do. To be honest, I don't understand why I am so disrespected here. It's been a long long

journey 15 years a member, and at one point I actually wore the crown, hard as that may be to believe. I haven't changed, I'm just

15 years older and arthritic like any 81 year old can expect to be, but I tell you what: on a trip to the area pain management clinic,

they couldn't capture my blood pressure and Enally wheeled me into a room with a more sophisticated machine where the BP

was recorded as 272/165.

Now you know I should be dead, right? It's the information from the early years of Dr. Mercola's advice that sent me a quest that

eventually led me to the incredible powers and versatility of vitamin C. As a result, despite my ancient years, I walked away from

that incident because my blood vessels are clear and clean and eexible, thanks to vitamin C with quercetin, L-ysine and L-Proline.

And now here I am, dropped to the bottom of the page. I don't make the rules But I sure do feel disrespected. Thank you both for

your kind words!
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Here is an excellent article by Dr. Andrew Saul that will make you think twice before you eat meat again:

ww.doctoryourself.com/Three_Steps.html
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Thanks for making me think about meat. I just doubled by order from 1/4 cow to 1/2 cow.
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WOW! Dr Andrew is either fake or a total QUACK! I couldn't read it all. From the start he is wrong on everything! The part where he

says the "intestines" are only 24ft long is totally false. The small intestine alone is 30+ feet long (give or take) 3 feet. Then you

have the stomach and the colon that make up another 4+ feet. Then he claims "you may have been told it was shorter" because it

all shrinks when you die. NO!! No one has ever told me my digestive tract was shorter than 24 feet. He claims this because, by

his own words, your intestines SHRINK when you die!! TOTALLY FALSE! If this guy is a real doctor he should lose his license

immediately! Your intestines lengthen when you die. That's because all the contractions that occur to move digested foods along

the way RELAX! This causes defecation. Ask any coroner.
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